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Abstract
In order to predict the required propulsion power for a ship reliably and
accurately, it is not sufﬁcient to only evaluate the resistance of the hull and the
propeller performance in open water alone. Interaction effects between hull and
propeller can even be a decisive factor in ship powering prediction and design
optimization. The hull-propeller interaction coefﬁcients of effective wake
fraction, thrust deduction factor, and relative rotative efﬁciency are traditionally
determined by model tests.
Self-propulsion model tests consistently show an increase in effective wake
fractions when using a Kappel propeller (propellers with a tip smoothly curved
towards the suction side of the blade) instead of a propeller with conventional
geometry. The effective wake ﬁeld, i.e. the propeller inﬂow when it is running
behind the ship, but excluding the propeller-induced velocities, can not be
measured directly and only its mean value can be determined experimentally
from self-propulsion tests.
In the present work the effective wake ﬁeld is computed using a hybrid
simulation method, known as RANS-BEM coupling, where the ﬂow around the
ship is computed by numerically solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations, while the ﬂow around the propeller is computed by a Boundary
Element Method. The velocities induced by the propeller working behind the
ship are known explicitly in such method, which allows to directly compute the
complete effective ﬂow ﬁeld by subtracting the induced velocities from the total
velocities. This offers an opportunity for additional insight into hull-propeller
interaction and the propeller’s actual operating condition behind the ship, as
the actual (effective) inﬂow is computed.
Self-propulsion simulations at model and full scale were carried out for
a bulk carrier, once with a conventional propeller, and once with a Kappel
propeller. However, in contrast to the experimental results, neither a signiﬁcant
difference in effective wake fraction nor other notable differences in effective
ﬂow were observed in the simulations. It is therefore concluded that the
differences observed in model tests are not due to the different radial load
distributions of the two propellers. One hypothesis is that the differences are
a consequence of the geometry of the vortices shed from the propeller blades.
The shape and alignment of these trailing vortices were modeled in a relatively
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simple way, which presumably does not reﬂect the differences between the
propellers sufﬁciently.
Obtaining effective wake ﬁelds using the hybrid RANS-BEM approach at
model and full scale also provides the opportunity to investigate the behind-
ship cavitation performance of propellers with comparably low computational
effort. The boundary element method for propeller analysis includes a partially
nonlinear cavitation model, which is able to predict partial sheet cavitation
and supercavitation. The cavitation behaviour of the conventional propeller
and the Kappel propeller from the earlier simulations was investigated in
the behind-ship condition using this model, focusing on the inﬂuence of the
velocity distribution of the inﬂow ﬁeld. Generally, the results agree well with
experiments and the calculations are able to reproduce the differences between
conventional and Kappel propellers seen in previous experiments. Nominal
and effective wake ﬁelds at model and full scale were uniformly scaled to reach
the same axial wake fraction, so that the only difference lies in the distribution
of axial of velocities and in-plane velocity components. Calculations show that
details of the velocity distribution have a major effect on propeller cavitation,
signifying the importance of using the correct inﬂow, i.e. the effective wake
ﬁeld when evaluating propeller cavitation performance.
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Resumé
For at kunne bestemme den nødvendige effekt til fremdrivning af et skib
tilstrækkelig nøjagtigt er det ikke nok kun at betragte modstanden af skroget
og kræfterne på propelleren i åbent vand. Vekselvirkningen mellem skroget
og propelleren er af afgørende betydning for nøjagtigheden af bestemmelsen,
og dermed er det også nødvendigt at tage hensyn til dette ved optimering
af propelleren. Vekselvirkningen mellem skrog og propeller beskrives ved
hjælp af medstrøms- og sugningskoefﬁcienterne samt den relative rotative
virkningsgrad. Disse bestemmes traditionelt ved modelforsøg.
Selvfremdrivningsforsøg med propellere af Kappel-typen (med bladtippen
vendt mod sugesiden) har vist en forøgelse af den effektive medstrøm i for-
hold til forsøg med en konventionel propeller. Det effektive medstrømsfelt,
dvs. tilstrømningen til propelleren, når den arbejder bag skibet, men uden de
propellerinducerede hastigheder, kan ikke måles direkte, men kun bestemmes
eksperimentelt som en middelværdi i forbindelse med selvfremdrivningsfor-
søget. I det foreliggende arbejde er det effektive medstrømsfelt beregnet ved
en metode, RANS-BEM-kobling, hvor strømningen over skibet er beregnet
ved numerisk løsning af Navier-Stokes ligningerne, mens strømningen over
propelleren er beregnet med en randelementmetode. Herved kan de propeller-
inducerede hastigheder ﬁndes direkte, når propelleren arbejder bag skibet, og
ved at subtrahere disse hastigheder fra de totale hastigheder kan den effektive
medstrøm i form af et hastighedsfelt bestemmes. Herved opnår man forøget
viden om, hvorledes propelleren arbejder bag skibet, idet man beregner den
faktiske (effektive) tilstrømning til propelleren.
Selvfremdrivningsberegninger er blevet udført i både model- og fuldskala
for et massegodsskib. Beregningerne er udført for skibet med en konventionel
propeller og en Kappel propeller. I modsætning til forsøgsresultaterne viser
beregningerne ingen større forskelle i den effektive tilstrømning til propellerne
for henholdsvis den konventionelle og Kappel-propelleren. Det må derfor kon-
kluderes, at de forskelle, der er observeret ved modelforsøgene, ikke skyldes
de forskellige belastningsfordelinger for de to propellere. En hypotese er, at
forskellene er en konsekvens af geometrien af hvirvlerne, som er aﬂøst fra pro-
pellerbladene. Disse er modelleret på en relativt simpel måde, der formodentlig
ikke afspejler forskellene mellem de to propellere i tilstrækkelig grad.
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Med beregning af effektive medstrømsfelter ved hjælp af ovenstående RANS-
BEM-kobling er det muligt at undersøge kavitationsforholdene for propelleren
bag skib med relativt begrænset beregningsindsats. I randelementmetoden er
der implementeret en delvis ikke-lineær kavitationsmodel, som kan beskrive
såvel delvis som fuld (super) lagkavitation. Med denne model er kavitations-
dannelsen for de angivne propellere bag skib undersøgt, dvs. indﬂydelsen
af den effektive medstrømsfordeling. Der er generelt god overensstemmelse
mellem resultater fra modelforsøg og fra beregninger, og beregningerne er i
stand til at vise forskellene mellem Kappel- og den konventionelle propeller.
For at undersøge indﬂydelsen af hastighedsfordelingen i tilstrømningen til
propelleren blev der udført en serie beregninger, hvor hastighedsfeltet blev
skaleret til den samme medstrømskoefﬁcient. Denne svarer til den effektive
medstrømskoefﬁcient i fuldskala; men beregningerne blev udført for hastig-
hedsfordelinger svarende til både model- og fuldskala. Beregningerne viser, at
denne fordeling har stor indﬂydelse på kavitationsdannelsen, således at det er
vigtigt at bruge den rigtige tilstrømning, dvs. det effektive medstrømsfelt, når
man skal vurdere propellerens kavitationsforhold.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
To overcome the resistance force a ship experiences when moving through
water, a force in opposite direction is required. Historically, sails were the
sole method to provide that thrust until the advent of the steam engine called
for some kind of mechanical propulsion device around 1800. Around that
time, the ﬁrst forms of the modern screw propeller emerged to quickly become
the dominant type of propulsor for seagoing ships (Kerwin and Hadler 2010).
From the mid-nineteenth century to the present day, screw propellers have
been and remain the by far most common type of propulsor. Except for some
waterjet-driven high speed vessels, or very specialized ships like tugs, the
screw propeller today powers nearly all commercial ships, further exceptions
and radically different concepts being very rare.
Even though screw propellers have existed for more than two centuries,
there is no easy or even general solution to the complete design problem, and
improving the efﬁciency of marine propellers is still subject to continuous
research and development, with proposed modiﬁcations small and large.
Today, ships account for carrying around 90% of the world trade* and about
3% of worldwide CO2 emissions†. On cargo ships, most of the total engine
power is required for propulsion. At this scale, even small increases in energy
efﬁciency can have a substantial global impact, emphasizing the importance of
further efforts to optimize the concept and application of the screw propeller.
Propulsive Efﬁciency
At the end of the day, it is in the interest of society to move a ship – and the
goods it transports – along its trade route at a required speed using as little
energy as possible.
Obviously, it is vital to any optimization problem and technique to have
a precisely speciﬁed objective. As a number of different “efﬁciencies” are
commonly used in the ﬁeld of naval architecture, this section intends to give a
* United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (2016)
† International Maritime Organization (2015)
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very brief description of the most important terms and point out their relevancy
for this thesis.
Usually, efﬁciency is deﬁned as the ratio of useful work or power to the
expended work or power and denoted η. Both is true for most deﬁnitions of
“efﬁciencies” in our context. The most useful conceivable power used on a
ship is the power used to overcome the resistance it experiences when moving
through calm water. This value is called effective power, PE in short, and is easily
found from the product of the total resistance force RT and the ship velocity vS.
PE = RT · vS (1.1)
The total expended work or power is not as easy to deﬁne, as it strongly depends
on the working principle of the main engine. As this is clearly outside of
the scope (and quite possibly also the interest) of any ship hydrodynamicist,
we limit ourselves to considering the propulsive efﬁciency, treating the main
engine output power as the reference value. This is commonly referred to as
the brake power PB and measured at the crankshaft or the output shaft on a
test bed. However, there will be further energy losses in between the main
engine and the propeller. These losses are expressed as a shafting efﬁciency ηS,
which is usually around 99%, but not of major interest to the hydrodynamicist
or propeller designer, either.
Having now reached the propeller shaft, we also reached the scope of interest
for our purpose. Using the power that is actually delivered and available to
the propeller, PD = PBηS, we ﬁnd the quasipropulsive efﬁciency from
ηD =
PE
PD
(1.2)
Given that usually the shafting losses are of lesser concern to the naval architect
than the design and arrangement of the propeller, the quasipropulsive efﬁciency
is often just referred to as the propulsive efﬁciency. This thesis will also use this
somewhat inaccurate but common designation.
At this point it is important to stress that while ηD is indeed the typical
optimization objective, it still needs to be broken down to several components
to understand its value and to represent the different physical effects involved.
Firstly, the propeller’s efﬁciency is assessed under ideal conditions. Measur-
ing thrust and torque in uniform inﬂow and at a constant advance velocity and
constant shaft speed is sufﬁcient to compute the open-water efﬁciency. The ratio
of advance velocity and rate of revolutions of the propeller shaft are expressed
in the nondimensional advance ratio, deﬁned as
J =
v
nD
(1.3)
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where v is the advance velocity, n is the shaft speed and D is the propeller
diameter. Also writing thrust T and torque Q as nondimensional coefﬁcients
KT and KQ,
KT =
T
ρn2D4
and KQ =
Q
ρn2D5
(1.4)
the open-water efﬁciency ηO can then easily be computed from these quantities:
ηO =
KT
KQ
J
2π
(1.5)
As the operating environment of the propeller behind the ship is rather
different from an unobstructed, free stream inﬂow, the open-water efﬁciency is
not equal to the propulsive efﬁciency, as the interaction of hull and propeller
still needs to be taken into account.
The fact that the propeller thrust required to propel the ship at a given
velocity is not equal to the resistance the ship experiences without a running
propeller at the same velocity, is the one of the major interaction effects. The
velocities induced by the propeller lead to lower pressures on the aft part of the
hull, thereby increasing the resistance. This explains that the thrust is always
higher than the resistance of the hull without any propeller or propeller effect
present. This discrepancy of forces is expressed by the thrust deduction, deﬁned
using the thrust T from the self-propelled condition and the hull resistance RT
from the towed condition:
t = 1− RT
T
(1.6)
Common values for t for cargo ships range approximately between 0.1 and
0.2. Quite different values might be encountered for ships equipped with
propulsors other than screw propellers*.
As the propeller is operating in the wake of the hull, the inﬂow ﬁeld differs
considerably from the open-water condition. Mostly viscous effects lead to a
non-uniform ﬂow ﬁeld behind the hull and the average ﬂow velocity in the
propeller plane is noticeably lower than the ship’s speed. To quantify this,
the average axial inﬂow velocity in the propeller disk vA is used to deﬁne the
nondimensional effective wake fraction:
w = 1− vA
vS
(1.7)
* Eslamdoost et al. (2014) show and discuss how even negative values are possible for waterjet-
driven ships, marking an exception from above statement that the thrust is always higher than
the resistance.
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Apart from the effective wake fraction, which in practice is determined from re-
lating the known open-water characteristics of the propeller and the thrust and
shaft speed measurements in self-propelled condition to ﬁnd the corresponding
vA, other “types” of wake fractions are common in ship hydrodynamics and
propeller design. This is described and dealt with in detail in Chapter 3.
The effect of thrust deduction and wake are then commonly and conveniently
combined in the so-called hull efﬁciency. Skipping the derivation* for brevity,
the hull efﬁciency is deﬁned as
ηH =
1− t
1− w (1.8)
The hull efﬁciency covers the effect of hull-propeller interaction on the thrust-
related part of the efﬁciency. But with the propeller working in the non-uniform
inﬂow ﬁeld, there is also a difference in the torque absorbed while delivering
the same thrust as in a comparable open-water scenario, operating at the same
advance ratio. Of course, this also affects the propulsive efﬁciency and is
expressed by the relative rotative efﬁciency ηR which is commonly obtained from
the ratio of the open-water torque QO and the torque in behind condition Q.
ηR =
QO
Q
(1.9)
Combining the three individual components† described above, the propulsive
efﬁciency can now be written as
ηD = ηO · ηH · ηR (1.10)
Having deﬁned a speciﬁc efﬁciency to optimize for and having deﬁned a way
to break it down, we can now go back one step to look at the propeller design
problem as a whole.
The Ship Propeller Design Problem
There are several factors differentiating the design of ship propellers from,
for example, the design of aircraft propellers or wind turbine blades. Only
considering the obvious design objective of high efﬁciency for now, the key
differences are only due to the application – rather than the underlying physics
or design theory.
* Textbooks like van Manen et al. (1988) or Bertram (2012) describe this in detail.
† Both hull efﬁciency and relative rotative efﬁciency are not actual efﬁciencies in the physical sense.
They often also reach values above unity. Few therefore use other designations, for example
referring to them as coefﬁcients instead.
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Firstly, ship design differs substantially from typical design tasks and pro-
cesses in other disciplines of engineering (cf. Watson 2002) in that usually only
one ship is built to one design. This implies that no full scale prototypes exist.
Small series of two to twenty hulls being built to the same design are not
uncommon for certain types of vessels, but there might still be other differences
affecting the propeller design among these ships, such as a different operational
proﬁle to design for, or different engine conﬁgurations.
Therefore a different propeller is needed for almost every ship, which is in
stark contrast to e.g. the aerospace industry. This is also reﬂected in the length
of design cycles, which are few weeks for ship propellers and in the order of
years for similar products in other industries.
The second major difference is that the propeller typically operates behind
the ship, leading to a strongly non-uniform inﬂow and strong interaction effects
between hull and propeller. The operational proﬁle and the optimization point
or optimization range will naturally strongly affect the propeller design, too.
Cavitation
Apart from the aforementioned distinctive circumstances due to the propeller
operating behind the ship, there is also a major physical difference that sets
marine propellers apart from similar devices, such as aircraft propellers: The
occurrence of cavitation.
Cavitation is the phenomenon of vapor cavities, or bubbles, being formed
and present in a liquid due to high local velocities and corresponding low
pressures. But it is not the presence of vapor in the liquid as such that poses a
problem for engineering applications. It is the formation and collapse of these
cavities that can even be violent enough to actually compromise the structural
integrity of a ﬂow-exposed structure like a propeller blade.
A propeller blade essentially being a rotating hydrofoil, it generates lift –
and therefore thrust – by creating a pressure difference across the two sides of
the blade, leading to an inherent risk of the local pressure falling below vapor
pressure on parts of the suction side.
Given the large inﬂow velocity gradients typically encountered in a ship
wake ﬁeld, a given blade section experiences large variations in angle of at-
tack over one revolution, increasing the risk of cavitation and making the
intermittent occurrence of cavitation more likely.
Additionally, when the blade reaches the 12 o’clock position, the two main
drivers for cavitation both happen to act strongest: The hydrostatic pressure
reaches its minimum level, while the axial inﬂow velocity tends to be low at
the same time, leading to a large angle of attack and low dynamic pressure on
the suction side of the blade.
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This situation already hints at the objectives of highest possible efﬁciency
and moderate or controlled cavitation behaviour being in opposition. Avoiding
cavitation at all times by designing for one extreme situation is likely to come
at a price in terms of efﬁciency and vice versa.
Without going into detail here, one should be aware of the existence of
different forms of cavitation. Cavitation types experienced on ship propellers
range from smooth vapor sheets that detach and reattach again on the blade,
over detached clouds and individual spherical bubbles to vortex cavities at the
tip or hub. A good overview over the different characteristics and underlying
physics is provided by Franc and Michel (2004). Kinnas (2010b) outlines the
basics for the ship propeller case.
The Role of Cavitation in Propeller Design
As indicated previously, developing an optimum propeller means satisfying
conﬂicting objectives and constraints. Designing a ship propeller providing
optimum performance typically means ﬁnding a good trade-off between high
efﬁciency and acceptable cavitation behavior in a range of operating conditions.
The requirement for high efﬁciency is fairly straightforward, both in terms
of motivation and deﬁnition. The objective – or constraint – of cavitation,
however, often is rather vague. Exact metrics and thresholds are difﬁcult to
deﬁne and the level of what is considered “acceptable” might even depend on
the designer’s or customer’s individual experience and preference.
Specifying “hard” metrics to quantify all aspects of the adverse effects of
cavitation is desirable, but generally challenging due to the different nature
of these effects. Typically, the main effects of cavitation considered in the
performance evaluation are:
Efﬁciency – Efﬁciency loss, even complete thrust breakdown is possible in
the case of very large cavitation extent.
Erosion – Structural damage and erosion of the propeller blade or the rudder
due to the violent collapse of cavities close to the blade surface.
Comfort – Vibration and noise in the ship, affecting the health and working
environment of passengers and persons working on the ship.
Environmental Concerns – While underwater noise has always been an
issue for naval applications, such as submarines, the environmental aspect
has gained important in recent years. Recently, an ITTC specialist commit-
tee has identiﬁed and acknowledged propeller cavitation as the dominant
source of underwater noise over a wide range of frequencies affecting ﬁsh
and marine mammals (Ciappi et al. 2014).
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While it might be impossible to ﬁnd one overarching measure for quantifying
the overall harmfulness of cavitation, metrics and methods for quantifying most
of these individual items exist and are usually applicable to both experimental
and computational approaches alike.
The point of thrust breakdown, for example, can be predicted by any given
thrust measurement technique, assuming the cavity develops properly in the
experiment or simulation.
Pressure pulses on the hull causing noise and vibration can be measured as
well. Usually, the signal at blade passing frequency is dominant, but strong
signals at higher harmonics and broadband noise are often seen for cases with
detaching cavities and vortex cavitation. Those forms of cavitation are typically
highly unsteady and often only appear intermittently. Especially computing the
higher-order and broadband signals requires very detailed and sophisticated
approaches, as it is necessary to detailedly capture the cavity dynamics at small
scales in space and time.
An experienced propeller designer might even be able to judge the harmful-
ness of cavitation based on the cavity pattern on the blade, even though this is
still a largely subjective and experience-based technique. Reliable prediction
of cavitation erosion based on rational methods, however, is very challenging
both in experiments and simulations. The recommendations of the ITTC* sug-
gest to “assess the erosiveness in model scale by assessing the cavitation at
model scale”, with the “assessment” step only being deﬁned very vaguely, too.
Using different methods for estimating cavitation erosion on a hydrofoil, all
of them based on detailed and computationally expensive LES simulations,
Eskilsson and Bensow (2015) found large scatter between the methods and
concluded that none of the methods used was able to deliver reliable results.
While it is a very challenging problem, it is also an active ﬁeld of research and
signiﬁcant improvement may be expected in the coming years. Simulations
might then also become the key to reliable cavitation (erosion) predictions in
full scale, as scaling from model scale to full scale remains a challenging issue.
Typical propeller design workﬂows today usually ﬁrst consider efﬁciency,
then cavitation and its effects, and lastly structural and strength issues. As in
many other design situations in engineering, an iterative “spiral” approach is
also common in propeller design (Praefke 2011). Starting the ﬁrst design loop
with very basic tools, the level of sophistication and detail of the tools used
then increases while iterating.
Further complicating the situation of today’s propeller designers is the fact
that the hull design and propeller design typically are carried out by different
* ITTC 7.5-02-03-03.7, Prediction of Cavitation Erosion Damage for Unconventional Rudders or
Rudders behind Highly-Loaded Propellers, Revision 00, 2008
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parties. As today information on the hull geometry often is not shared with the
propeller designer, simpliﬁcations and assumptions need to be made. Aiming
for efﬁcient designs that also satisfy requirements regarding cavitation and
vibrations, designers still try to incorporate hull information earlier in the
process now. But as information on the actual hull form is commonly very
limited, strongly simpliﬁed methods (such as the method by Holden et al. 1980)
are still needed and new ones even actively developed. Bodger et al. (2016)
describe a simple approach to vibration control including the outline of the
hull geometry in a very basic way.
Aims and Objectives of This Work
Previously described design problem including the inﬂuence of hull-propeller
interaction and propeller cavitation shows the need for computational ap-
proaches and models of different levels of complexity.
This thesis describes fast, simple, and robust computational tools for the
performance prediction of ship propellers – both with regard to efﬁciency and
cavitation – in the behind-hull condition for application in design and analysis.
Using a hybrid approach of a potential ﬂow-based model for the propeller
ﬂow and propeller forces, and using a viscous method for the hull ﬂow, focus
is placed on hull-propeller interaction and its potential impact on propeller
design decisions. The propulsive efﬁciency can be determined from simulations
employing such approach, and values for wake fraction, thrust deduction, and
relative rotative efﬁciency are available individually. A partially-nonlinear
cavitation model in the propeller analysis code is able to predict the occurrence
of unsteady sheet cavitation with comparably small computational effort.
Especially obtaining the experimentally not measurable, yet decisive, com-
plete effective wake distribution in a hybrid computational approach might
allow for more insight into hull-propeller interaction and better numerical
cavitation predictions and analyses at the design stage.
The methods developed in this work are applied to obtain effective wake
ﬁelds and analyze the cavitation performance of conventional and Kappel
propellers at the self-propulsion point behind the ship. From tests at model
and full scale, Kappel propellers are known to have hull-propeller interaction
characteristics different from conventional propellers (see the following section).
This fact is still not fully understood today, but can be reproduced consistently
in model tests. Also, cavitation behaviour and control has always been a
challenge for these unconventional propellers. Implementing the methods
outlined above and applying them in a coupled manner might help creating a
better understanding of hull-propeller interaction and behind-ship cavitation
performance of such propellers.
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1.2 Kappel Propellers
Marine propellers with blade tips that are smoothly bent towards the suction
side are known as “Kappel propellers”, named after their original inventor, Mr.
Jens J. Kappel. The concept and working principle is similar to that of winglets
used on aircraft wings, which increase the lift-to-drag ratio. Interestingly,
today’s latest generation aircraft actually feature winglet designs that resemble
typical Kappel propeller blade tips to an astonishing extent*.
After also exploring various other conceivable concepts of tip-modiﬁed
propellers, Andersen and Andersen (1987) developed the theoretical basis and
a method for designing such propellers. The main conclusion from that study
was that an optimum tip-modiﬁed propeller should have a suction side-facing
winglet that is smoothly integrated into the blade. This is still the deﬁning
geometry feature of Kappel propellers.
Both theoretical and practical work on this concept continued over the years.
In a key publication on the topic, Andersen (1996) compared the performance of
a Kappel propeller and a conventional propeller for a container ship, indicating
a power reduction of about 4% using the Kappel propeller. Full scale service
experience conﬁrmed efﬁciency gains in that order (Andersen et al. 2005a).
Summarizing the results of a major research project which included extensive
model testing of several systematically varied Kappel propellers and compara-
tor propellers, Andersen et al. (2005b) come to several important conclusions
that remain relevant to date:
In the cases considered, the Kappel propellers provided an increase in propul-
sive efﬁciency of about 4%. This total gain was attributed to both higher open
water efﬁciencies and higher hull efﬁciencies. The increase in hull efﬁciency
was achieved through larger effective wake fractions and unchanged thrust
deduction factors.
Experiments in a large cavitation tunnel including the ship hull showed
“somewhat different” (Andersen et al., ibid.) cavitation behaviour, with larger
sheet cavity volumes and less stable sheets. Andersen et al. speculated that this
was caused by hull-propeller interaction, as radial inﬂow velocity components
lead to large changes in angle of attack for sections in the bent tip part of
the blade. Given the increase in effective wake fraction observed in the self-
propulsion tests for the same ship-propeller conﬁgurations, it even seems
sensible to infer that differences exist in the effective wake distribution.
The differences in cavitation behavior and the challenges in cavitation control
are described in more detail by Andersen et al. (2000), showing both experi-
mental results and results from calculations based on two-dimensional theory.
* AIRBUS markets these new winglet shapes as “sharklets” to reﬂect this considerable design
change over previous generations of winglets in the name as well.
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1.3 Tools for Propeller Design and Analysis
This section gives a very brief overview of tools available and used for the
hydrodynamic aspects of propeller design today. A more process-oriented
illustration of contemporary propeller design in practice is outlined by Praefke
(2011). The basic principles and procedures – usually based on experimental or
empirical approaches but also applicable to numerical methods – are described
in various textbooks. Bertram (2012) provides thorough explanations of these.
1.3.1 Empirical Estimation, Regression-based Methods
In order to get a ﬁrst idea of the design, and to ﬁnd a starting point for sub-
sequent steps and design stages, empirical methods are still a popular and
sensible choice. A number of design diagrams were established by using regres-
sion models on data gathered from series of open-water model tests, varying
key blade geometry parameters systematically.
The Wageningen B-Series is probably the best known and most used propeller
series. Originally published by Troost between 1938 and 1951, Oosterveld and
van Oossanen (1975) provided the open-water characteristics in polynomial
form, making them readily available for convenient use as a computer-based
design tool.
Based on this, the open water characteristics of B-Series propellers can be
obtained with negligible computational effort. Today, these data can and are
still used to get ﬁrst efﬁciency estimates or, for example, to estimate the effect
of changing the number of blades or the blade area ratio on the efﬁciency.
1.3.2 Design Tools
Here, a method that ﬁnds the optimum propeller geometry for a given condi-
tion is referred to as a “design tool”. The propeller with the optimum geometry
will create the required thrust using minimum power. For a ﬁxed shaft speed
that means the lowest possible torque. According to the basic theory by Betz
(1919), this can be simpliﬁed to ﬁnding the optimum radial load distribution
for given thrust, propeller diameter, and propeller speed. Furthermore, the
radial distributions of chord length, thickness, rake, and skew are common
input to design programs. Output values are then radial distributions of pitch
and camber, representing the radial distribution of loading.
Extending the earlier individual efforts by Betz, Goldstein, and Prandtl from
around 1920, the work by Lerbs (1952) forms the basis for marine propeller
optimization using lifting line theory and is still used today. This method is
able to ﬁnd the optimum radial distribution of circulation in radially varying
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inﬂow. Combining the radial circulation distribution with the known two-
dimensional section characteristics of e.g. airfoil series, the optimum geometry
and the corresponding efﬁciency can be found. As long as the ﬂow over the
propeller blade sections can be considered largely two-dimensional, lifting line
theory still serves as a valuable tool today. However, the results always need to
be corrected for three-dimensional effects, and caution is required for propeller
geometries that are known to cause pronounced three-dimensional ﬂows, such
as high-skew propellers.
While the lifting line approach concentrates the circulation to line vortices in
spanwise direction, lifting surface methods, such as the vortex lattice method
(VLM), also include the chordwise extent of the blade and the chordwise
variation of circulation, as the singularities are placed on a reference surface
instead of a line. Still, the two blade faces (suction and pressure side) are
collapsed into one surface and the lattice of vortices is usually placed on the
mean camber surface, so the method is linear with respect to blade thickness. A
complete vortex lattice-based optimization method for ship propellers was ﬁrst
described by Greeley and Kerwin (1982), tools employing the method for more
advanced applications emerged later, e.g. Coney (1989, including optimization
for ducted propellers and multi-component propulsors) and Olsen (2001, with
a focus on Kappel propellers).
Cavitation is usually neither modeled nor considered in the mentioned opti-
mization methods. The designer can, however, modify the chord distribution
accordingly and re-run the optimization when the pressure distribution on a
certain section indicates a too high risk of cavitation.
1.3.3 Analysis Tools
In the analysis problem, the full blade geometry is already known and spec-
iﬁed. Instead of dealing with ﬁnding the optimum geometry, now the ﬂow
around a given propeller at a given operating condition is of interest. Whereas
above-mentioned optimization methods for design only consider a radially
varying (circumferentially constant or averaged) inﬂow, analysis tools are usu-
ally employed to solve the unsteady problem including nonuniform inﬂow.
Typical quantities of interest at this step are, among others, unsteady forces,
temporal pressure ﬂuctuations, and cavitation extent and cavitation dynamics.
Generally, the lifting line and lifting surface methods (such as the vortex
lattice method, VLM) can also be formulated for the analysis problem. The
landmark paper by Kerwin and Lee (1978) describes numerical lifting surface
methods developed at MIT for the steady and unsteady analysis problems.
Many of the methods and tools mentioned therein survive until the present day.
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For example, the VLM code “MPUF-3A”, that stems back to the initial develop-
ment of unsteady propeller analysis programs at MIT in the 1980s (see Kinnas
et al. 2003), is actually still popular and in active use. That particular code is
even able to model unsteady sheet cavitation, but its cavitation model naturally
inherits the basic limitations of the method and underlying assumptions.
The next step in complexity and completeness is the boundary element
method (BEM, also “panel method”), which models the full blade geometry,
including thickness. Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the general background
of that method and the corresponding approach to cavitation modeling.
All of the previously mentioned methods are based on potential ﬂow the-
ory, representing a substantial simpliﬁcation of the Navier–Stokes equations,
neglecting viscosity, compressibility, and assuming irrotational ﬂuid motion.
These simpliﬁcations are reasonable to make at the design stage given the
high-Reynolds number ﬂow around the relatively thin propeller blades. Still,
in the pursuit of better analyses and predictions, computationally much more
expensive ﬁeld methods making fewer assumptions and simpliﬁcations and
capturing more of the actual physics are becoming more popular as well.
A “direct numerical solution” (DNS) of the Navier–Stokes equations is not
feasible for complex engineering applications in the foreseeable future, there-
fore certain simpliﬁcations are still needed. These methods all fall in the “CFD”
category (computational ﬂuid dynamics), and today usually solve the incom-
pressible Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations (RANS, both steady and
unsteady), commonly using the ﬁnite-volume method. Increasing complexity
further, and resolving larger eddies accurately while modeling subgrid-scale
eddies, the current state of the art in high-ﬁdelity simulation of propeller ﬂows
is “large eddy simulation” (LES, unsteady). To reduce the high computational
cost of LES, a blended RANS-LES approach is also possible, this method is
then referred to as “detached eddy simulation” (DES).
Whereas RANS-based CFD approaches are fast and robust enough to be rou-
tinely used in propeller analysis today, the computational effort associated with
LES and DES simulations currently still limits their applicability to research
work.
Cavitation can be modeled in all aforementioned CFD methods by a multi-
phase ﬂow approach and special mass transfer models for the phase changes.
Field methods solving other than above equations exist, but are very rarely
employed for ship propeller analysis. One of the rare examples is the recent
paper by Budich et al. (2015) who solved the compressible Euler equations for
detailed cavitation and cavitation erosion analysis.
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1.3.4 Design using Analysis Tools
Leaving classical theory behind, one may also choose to base the design process
on an analysis tool. In this case, no “design tool” that directly provides the
optimum geometry for a given case is involved any longer. Rather, one tries to
ﬁnd the optimum by establishing knowledge from analyzing many geometries.
This approach is particularly attractive for nonlinear optimization problems
including multiple objectives and constraints.
For a practical application, usually parametric surface generation geared
towards optimization (described for marine propellers by, e.g. Harries and
Kather 1997) is coupled with an analysis tool, resulting in what is also referred
to as “simulation-driven design”. That means that after choosing a suitable
tool from the previously described array of analysis methods, the performance
of many automatically generated different propeller geometries is evaluated
to select the best variant or to further drive a formal optimization based on
optimization algorithms.
While this design approach is independent of the exact analysis method,
choosing a computationally inexpensive analysis tool is particularly attractive
to allow for a wider coverage of the design space in a given time. Still, one
needs to ensure that the geometries created in this highly automated process
– and the corresponding ﬂow problem – are within the range of validity and
applicability of the analysis method. The choice of the analysis tool must
obviously allow for the reliable evaluation of the required objective functions.
Otherwise, optimization algorithms might ﬁnd and “exploit” limitations of the
analysis tool, leading to sub-optimal results.
Integrated multi-stage optimization that uses analysis tools of increasing
complexity in several stages is therefore an attractive option. Berger et al. (2014)
solely use a panel code in the ﬁrst stage, and a panel code coupled with a
RANS solver (similar to the approach described in Chapter 3) in the second
stage. One might choose to expand this further to validate the optimization
results from a previous stage using a more advanced analysis method.
In another recent application of the simulation-driven approach, Gaggero
et al. (2016) use a parametric, B-Spline-based geometry model and both a panel
code and RANS-based CFD for the hydrodynamic analyses.
Assuming the method used for performance evaluation is capable of pre-
dicting all objective functions effects sufﬁciently well, the simulation-driven
approach allows to optimize for multiple objectives in several operating con-
ditions and account for multiple constraints at the same time. This is a major
advantage over the classical design methods described in the previous section.
As this can require many thousand evaluations, even a strongly simpliﬁed
and fast analysis program might become too “slow” at some point. For that
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reason, the work by Vesting (2015, PhD thesis as paper collection) makes use of
surrogate models for the performance analysis in combination with advanced
optimization algorithms. While showing some promising trends, it remains
crucial to remember that the success of analysis-based design will always also
depend on the accuracy and reliability of the analysis tool employed.
Generally, it can be expected that this analysis-based approach to design will
soon gain even more signiﬁcance and complement the use of classical design
methods, as computational resources become more and more affordable and
as potentially suitable analysis tools with different levels of complexity exist
already.
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Taking the previously introduced vortex-lattice approach another step forward
and introducing the blade thickness, one arrives at the physically most com-
prehensive potential ﬂow model for propeller analysis in common use today.
Boundary element methods (BEM), often also referred to as panel methods,
have a lot in common with vortex-lattice methods for the analysis problem. But
while vortex-lattice methods collapse the two blade faces into one and place
the singularities on a reference surface that usually is the camber surface, panel
methods are inherently nonlinear in this regard, as the singularities are placed
on panels on the actual blade surface.
Only minor simpliﬁcations of the blade geometry are necessary for practical
reasons in a robust implementation, such as zero trailing edge thickness and
possibly an incomplete representation of the blade tip*. This means that the
blade representation is complete from the blade root to sections very close to
the tip, with all key design parameters, such as arbitrary radial distributions
of chord length, pitch, skew, rake, camber, and thickness included. Also, no
simpliﬁcations or assumptions regarding sectional proﬁle shapes are required.
The panel method for three-dimensional steady lifting and non-lifting ﬂows
originated in the aircraft industry in the 1960s before being adopted to marine
propellers in the 1980s. A decent summary of the general background and dif-
ferent applications is given both in the review by Hess (1990) and the textbook
by Katz and Plotkin (2001).
Most of the development of panel methods for analysis of ship propellers
has been documented in a number of PhD theses over the past two to three
decades. Initially representing the state of the art in propeller hydrodynamics
and implementing the most complete approach of potential ﬂow methods, the
method recently gained increased interest again. This is because of its – for
today’s standards – comparatively low computational effort while still offering
* For practical reasons, the blade is often cut at the tip (about 1% of the propeller radius) to avoid
meshing issues and numerical problems at the singular tip point. Over the years there have been
several efforts to improve the solution at the tip using specialized meshing techniques in the tip
region, see e.g. Pyo (1995) or Baltazar et al. (2005), but they do not appear to be in widespread
use today.
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Figure 2.1: Domain Boundaries and Surface Deﬁnitions
a decent representation of the blade and the ﬂow around it.
The thesis of Hsin (1990) documents the initial three-dimensional and un-
steady panel code for ship propellers in non-uniform inﬂow developed at MIT.
Not much later, Fine (1992) described a sheet cavitation model built on the
panel method, a major step forward for propeller analysis. His approach was
also used by Vaz (2005), who thoroughly studied this model in steady and un-
steady cavitating ﬂows using a panel method in two dimensions. Vaz’s thesis
also includes a chapter on steady, three-dimensional cavitating propellers and
discusses several numerical and practical aspects of the implementation.
Apart from efforts of modeling sheet cavitation, some research has been
carried out on modeling tip vortex cavitation using extensions of the boundary
element method, see e.g. Szantyr (1994) and Lee and Kinnas (2001). The recent
and comprehensive paper by Berger et al. (2016) also draws from these previous
efforts and shows the state of the art with respect to potential ﬂow-based
modeling of tip vortex cavitation in the behind ship condition.
In his thesis describing another implementation of the unsteady panel
method for ship propeller analysis, Hundemer (2013) outlines a simple model
for determining the inception of tip vortex cavitation and describes a coupling
of the panel code for hydrodynamic analysis with a ﬁnite element method-
based tool for structural analysis.
In the scope of the present work, the sheet cavitation model described by Fine
(1992) has been implemented for use in the behind-ship condition.
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2.1 Mathematical Formulation
This section gives a very brief summary of the mathematical formulation and
solution strategy of the boundary element method for propeller analysis as
used for this thesis. Given that the concept of potential ﬂow has been known
and used for centuries, and the boundary element method has been known
and used for decades, fundamental derivations and proofs of the governing
equations are skipped here, and the interested reader is referred to textbooks,
such as Newman (1977). The integral and discretized equations for the bound-
ary element method are only given for the more general cavitating case as the
formulation for the fully wetted, non-cavitating case is a subset of this, just
dropping the appropriate terms.
2.1.1 Governing Equations and General Solution
For the present problem we generally assume inviscid, incompressible, and
irrotational ﬂow. This gives rise to the concept that the ﬂow ﬁeld can be
expressed as the gradient of a scalar velocity potential Φ. The continuity
equation then simpliﬁes to the Laplace equation
∇2Φ = 0 (2.1)
As this equation is linear, multiple elementary solutions to it can be super-
posed and will still satisfy the equation. One can therefore generally solve the
ﬂow around an arbitrarily-shaped geometry by placing suitable singularities –
usually both sources and dipoles (that are known elementary solutions to the
Laplace equation) – on the body boundary.
This is based on a classic application of Green’s theorem, stating that the
potential inside a domain bound by a closed surface* can be expressed as a
surface integral over the boundary. In the present case the domain Ω is bound
by the closed surface S = S∞ + SB + SW , as shown in Fig. 2.1. The two shown
wake surfaces S+W and S
−
W are in practice collapsed into one inﬁnitely thin
surface SW .
Derivations of this can be found in general textbooks (e.g. Lamb 1932, New-
man 1977, or Katz and Plotkin 2001, ranging from a more mathematical ap-
proach to an increasingly application-oriented view) or in more speciﬁc theses
discussing the same method as implemented here, e.g. by Hundemer (2013, in
German).
The linearity of the Laplace equation (2.1) is not only taken advantage of
for constructing the geometry from elementary solutions, but also makes it
* Or multiple closed surfaces assumed to be connected by inﬁnitesimal tubes, see Newman (1977).
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simple to apply any geometry-independent inﬂow condition, whose potential
satisﬁes (2.1). In the following, a notation is used that splits up the total
potential Φ into a known onset part φOnset (dependent on the wake ﬁeld with
the local velocity UWake and the propeller rotation, the sum of those resulting in
a local velocity vector UOnset = ∇φOnset) and a propeller geometry-dependent
perturbation potential φ that is to be determined.
Φ = φOnset + φ (2.2)
In the non-cavitating case, a Neumann-type kinematic boundary condition
(see p. 23) is to be imposed on the entire propeller blade. In the cavitating
case, the dynamic boundary condition (see p. 26) applies on the cavity-covered
region of the blade. Using these boundary conditions, the unknown potential
φ from (2.2) can be found from solving the integral equations described in the
following section.
Additionally, the Kutta condition needs to be enforced for the present lifting
ﬂow problem, requiring ﬁnite velocities at the trailing edge (see p. 31).
2.1.2 Integral Equations
Based on aforementioned general solution strategy of using Green’s identities
and exploiting the linearity of the governing equations, sources and dipoles are
placed on the blade surface SB. Only dipoles are placed on the inﬁnitely thin
wake surface SW , unless the cavity extends beyond the blade into the wake.
In that case additional sources are placed on the surface SCW (see Fig. 2.2),
representing the cavity thickness.
Note that SCW only exists in case of supercavitation and the corresponding
terms in the equations are dropped otherwise. The existence of a surface
SCB ⊂ SB in the case of partial cavitation, however, does not change the picture
in the integral equations, as both dipoles and sources are present on the blade
in any case.
Depending on where the potential is to be computed, the equations differ,
as the ﬁeld point needs to be excluded from the integration if it lies on the
boundary. For the general case, this is well described by Newman (1977). A de-
tailed description and derivation for the evaluation on the zero-thickness wake
surface, which is required for (2.5), is provided by Fine (1992, Appendix A).
When setting up the equations to solve the problem, we are mainly interested
in the two scenarios of the ﬁeld point either lying on the blade or the wake
surface, as these are the locations of the unknown singularity strengths.
Below formulations use Green’s function G(p, q), for brevity abbreviated to
G in the following. Here p is the location of the ﬁeld point where the potential
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SCWSCB
Figure 2.2: The cavitating parts of the blade and wake surfaces are subsets of
the blade and wake surfaces, respectively: SCB ⊂ SB and SCW ⊂ SW
is to be determined and q the location of the singularity. Then R is the distance
in space between the points p and q.
G = G(p, q) =
1
|p − q| =
1
R
(2.3)
In the present problem, G can be interpreted as a continuous source distribution,
and ∂G/∂n as a continuous dipole distribution.
Obviously, the signs of the individual terms in the equations depend on the
deﬁnition of panel normal directions and the orientation of the dipoles. In
the present implementation, the panel normal is pointing out of the ﬂuid, into
the body, as is visualized in Fig. 2.3. The dipoles are aligned with the panel
normals and oriented such that the source part is located on the negative side
(in normal direction) of the surface and the sink part is located on the positive
face, which is somewhat counterintuitive. For the orientation on the wake, the
suction side deﬁnition applies. These deﬁnitions are chosen to be in line with
previous propeller codes at DTU.
Using all deﬁnitions from above, including Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, the surface
integral formulations based on Green’s identities and the governing Laplace
equation appear as follows for below two cases.
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Figure 2.3: Deﬁnition of panel normals and dipole orientation
The potential φp on a point on the blade (the ﬁeld point lies on the blade surface)
can be found from
2πφp =
∫
SB
[
φq
∂G
∂n
− G ∂φq
∂n
]
dS −
∫
SCW
[
GΔ
∂φq
∂n
]
dS +
∫
SW
[
Δφq
∂G
∂n
]
dS (2.4)
And if the ﬁeld point lies on the wake surface, the equation reads
4πφ+p = 2πΔφq+
+
∫
SB
[
φq
∂G
∂n
− G ∂φq
∂n
]
dS −
∫
SCW
[
GΔ
∂φq
∂n
]
dS +
∫
SW
[
Δφq
∂G
∂n
]
dS (2.5)
In these equations, in line with the previously described interpretation of G,
any terms ∂φq/∂n represent source strengths, any φq represent dipole strengths,
and any Δφq = φ+q − φ−q are potential differences across the wake sheet.
Above equations (2.4) and (2.5) make use of the following abbreviations in
the integrals over the wake surface, due to the fact that the single, collapsed
wake surface still technically consists of two sheets.
Δφq = φ+q − φ−q (2.6)
Δ
∂φq
∂n
=
∂φ+q
∂n
− ∂φ
−
q
∂n
(2.7)
2.1.3 Discretized Equations
In order to solve the integral equations (2.4) and (2.5) for a speciﬁc problem,
we aim at discretizing them to receive a set of algebraic equations, that can
then be solved after applying the appropriate boundary conditions.
Both blade and wake geometry and the corresponding equations (2.4) and (2.5)
are discretized on a structured mesh of quadrilateral panels (see Fig. 2.4, p. 25
for an example), again using all deﬁnitions and conventions from above.
Furthermore, it is assumed that all singularity strengths are constant over
one panel. We then deﬁne the dipole strengths φj and the source strengths σj on
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all panels. These being constant per panel, they are moved out of the integral
terms
∫
Panel (. . .). These integrals are then called inﬂuence coefﬁcients – as they
correspond to the inﬂuence of one panel with a constant, unit-strength source or
dipole onto the center of another panel – and can be approximated numerically.
Several schemes exist for this task and derivations and descriptions for classical
examples can be found in the paper by Newman (1986), the thesis by Hsin
(1990), or the textbooks by Bertram (2012) or Katz and Plotkin (2001).
In order to highlight the inﬂuence coefﬁcients and the singularity strength
coefﬁcients in the equations, the integrals over the blade surface in Eq. (2.4)
and (2.5) containing the source and dipole distributions are split up into two in
the following.
If the ﬁeld point is located on the blade surface, the inﬂuence of all singularities
on the control point of blade panel i is computed. The discrete equation
corresponding to (2.4) now reads
2πφi =∑
JB
(
−φj
(
−
∫
Panel
[
∂G
∂n
]
dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aij
)
+∑
JB
(
σj
(
−
∫
Panel
[G] dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bij
)
+ (2.8)
+∑
J∗CW
(
σj∗
(
−
∫
Panel
[G] dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cij∗
)
−∑
J∗W
(
Δφj∗
(
−
∫
Panel
[
∂G
∂n
]
dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gij∗
)
If the ﬁeld point is located on the wake surface, i.e. the inﬂuence on wake panel
i is computed, the discrete equation corresponding to (2.5) appears as
4πφ+i = 2πΔφj∗+
+∑
JB
(
−φj
(
−
∫
Panel
[
∂G
∂n
]
dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dij
)
+∑
JB
(
σj
(
−
∫
Panel
[G] dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Eij
)
+ (2.9)
+∑
J∗CW
(
σj∗
(
−
∫
Panel
[G] dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fij∗
)
−∑
J∗W
(
Δφj∗
(
−
∫
Panel
[
∂G
∂n
]
dS
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H ij∗
)
Note that the inﬂuence coefﬁcients depend on both i (the panel the inﬂuence
is computed on) and j (the inﬂuencing panel), as they contain Green’s function
G = G(p, q) and that the negative sign is included in the inﬂuence coefﬁcient
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Name Inﬂuence from Inﬂuence on
Aij Dipole on Blade Panel j Blade Panel i
Bij Source on Blade Panel j Blade Panel i
Cij Source on Wake Panel j Blade Panel i
Dij Dipole on Blade Panel j Wake Panel i
Eij Source on Blade Panel j Wake Panel i
F ij Source on Wake Panel j Wake Panel i
Gij Dipole on Wake Panel j Blade Panel i
H ij Dipole on Wake Panel j Wake Panel i
Table 2.1: Summary and Naming Scheme of Inﬂuence Coefﬁcient Matrices
matrices. Also note that the terms including contributions from a wake panel
use the index j∗ instead of j to emphasize the difference in blade and wake
indices. While this is not necessary or of major importance at this conceptual
stage, it is obviously vital to the implementation.
Introducing the numerically computed inﬂuence coefﬁcients as matrices as
indicated using the braces above (where matrix element ij is the inﬂuence from
a unit-strength panel j on panel i, see Tab. 2.1) equation (2.8) may be written as
compactly as
2πφi =∑
JB
(−φjAij)+∑
JB
(
σjBij
)
+ ∑
J∗CW
(
σj∗Cij∗
)−∑
J∗W
(
Δφj∗Gij∗
)
(2.10)
and (2.9) becomes
4πφ+i =∑
JB
(−φjDij)+∑
JB
(
σjEij
)
+ ∑
J∗CW
(
σj∗F ij∗
)−∑
J∗W
(
Δφj∗H ij∗
)
(2.11)
+ 2πΔφj∗
For convenience, the term 2πφi from the left hand side of (2.10) is usually
moved to the right hand side by adding this factor to the diagonal of A (ele-
ments Aii). The same principle is applied to the term 2πΔφj∗ in (2.11), which
disappears as 2π gets included on the diagonal of H.
For a z-bladed propeller with N chordwise panels (usually N/2 per face) and
M spanwise panels per blade, there are now JB = zNM equations (2.10) to
be solved. Equations of the second form, (2.11), are only required if there are
unknown singularity strengths on the wake sheet, i.e. in the case of supercav-
itation. In that case, J∗CW (the number of panels covered by SCW) additional
equations (2.11) emerge.
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The singularity strengths on the non-cavitating wake surface SW are assumed
known. In practice, they are initialized with the blade circulation from the
steady solution at the corresponding radius, and later contain the “time history”
of the blade circulation, that is convected downstream in the unsteady method
(see p. 31).
Kinematic Boundary Condition
The system of equations to be solved consists of one Eq. (2.10) for each blade
panel and one Eq. (2.11) for each cavitating wake panel. For the non-cavitating
case, the source strengths are known from the kinematic boundary condition,
requiring that no ﬂuid passes through the blade. In other words, the derivative
of the perturbation potential in normal direction is equal and opposite to the
normal component of the onset ﬂow at each panel:
∇Φ · n = UTotal · n = 0
UOnset · n + ∂φ∂n = 0
∂φ
∂n
= −UOnset · n (2.12)
Applying this boundary condition to all blade panels in the non-cavitating
condition, there are as many unknowns as equations. The source strengths
are known from the local onset ﬂow and the panel orientation and the dipole
strengths are solved for.
In the cavitating case, dipole strengths remain the unknown and solved-for
quantity on the wetted part of the blade, while the source strength becomes
the unknown on the cavitating surface. In other words, a different boundary
condition is needed on the cavitating part of the blade. This is discussed in the
following section.
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2.2 Cavitation Modeling Approach
The equations from the previous section obviously hold, no matter whether
a non-cavitating (fully wetted) propeller, or a partially cavitating, or super-
cavitating propeller is to be analyzed, as they were derived for the general
case, with source and dipole distributions on the blades and the blade wake.
Therefore, the main intention of this section is to provide some background on
the boundary condition required on the cavitating surfaces, and to introduce
the general approach to ﬁnding the cavity extent and thickness for a given
cavitation number.
As mentioned earlier, the boundary element method is generally nonlinear
with regard to blade thickness, as the kinematic boundary condition is fulﬁlled
on the blade surface. This also makes it straightforward to obtain the source
strengths from the kinematic boundary condition, (2.12). When modeling sheet
cavitation on the propeller blade, however, we intend to do this in a partially
nonlinear approach. This means that the boundary condition is still satisﬁed
on the blade surface and not on the cavity surface, as the location of which
is unknown a priori. By making this simpliﬁcation, one avoids the expensive
and possibly error-prone processes of remeshing (to adapt the mesh to the
three-dimensional cavity shape) and recomputing inﬂuence coefﬁcients, which
is necessary after any geometry change.
Even in the cavitating case, most propellers are only partially cavitating,
meaning there will be both wetted and cavitating panels on the blade. For
the wetted parts, the aforementioned equations and the kinematic boundary
condition still apply unchanged.
The method described here was initially described comprehensively by Fine
(1992) and has since been implemented in several* BEM codes for propeller
analysis. This section describes the approach and the key concepts behind the
method to outline the working principle, its advantages, disadvantages, and
implications. Details and derivations of, for example, the dynamic boundary
condition on the wake, can be found in Fine (ibid.).
General Concept
As a cavity is characterized by having vapor pressure at the phase interface,
a dynamic boundary condition is applied on the cavitating part of the blade,
prescribing the total pressure to be equal to vapor pressure. As mentioned, this
* Initially in PROPCAV at MIT, development now continues at the University of Texas at Austin.
Similar implementations:
- PROCAL (MARIN, see Vaz and Bosschers 2006),
- PANMARE (TU Hamburg-Harburg, see Bauer and Abdel-Maksoud 2012)
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Figure 2.4: Directions of s and v in the curvilinear system on the blade
boundary condition is linearized in the sense that it is satisﬁed on the blade
surface instead of the actual cavity surface. Fine (ibid.) discusses this difference
in detail and shows that iterative remeshing, moving the blade mesh from
the blade surface to the cavity surface to establish a fully nonlinear solution,
is unnecessary as this yields a negligible increase in accuracy at very high
computational cost.
It should be noted that the cavity shape is not found directly. The method
requires a guess for the cavity extent (i.e. the vapor-covered region of the blade
surface) and then solves the problem for a given cavitation number. After
solving for the singularity strengths, the cavity thickness is then computed in a
post-processing step.
Assuming the guess for the cavity extent is correct, the cavity thickness will
be zero at the boundaries of the cavity, meaning that it detaches smoothly from
the blade and reattaches smoothly again. If this is not the case, the cavity extent
needs to be changed iteratively until the “correct” shape is found.
The approach described here relies on the blade being discretized on a
structured mesh using quadrilaterals with the mesh lines aligned with the
main ﬂow direction. This, however, is a fair assumption to make as this is
clearly the most common kind of meshing approach for boundary element
methods for propeller analysis. On every spanwise strip* of the blade, a cavity
openness is then deﬁned as the thickness at the last cavitating panel. The
converged solution describing the correct cavity shape requires the openness
on all strips to be zero or below a deﬁned threshold.
* A strip is deﬁned as a set of panels having the same spanwise mesh index in the structured mesh,
see Fig. 2.4 or Fig. 2.7.
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Dynamic Boundary Condition
For obvious reasons the dynamic boundary condition on the cavitating part of
the propeller blade – which prescribes the blade pressure below the cavity to be
equal to vapor pressure – is based on Bernoulli’s equation. Using a propeller-
ﬁxed coordinate system, a reference point far upstream on the propeller axis,
and a point on the cavitating blade, it reads
p0 +
ρ
2
|UWake|2 = ρ∂φ∂t + pv +
ρ
2
(|vc| −ωr)2 + ρgz (2.13)
and is applied to ﬁnd the “cavity velocity” |vc| corresponding to the known
vapor pressure pv, ambient pressure at shaft depth p0, onset ﬂow (UOnset =
UWake + ωr), and hydrostatic pressure (ρgz, where z is the difference in sub-
mergence) at the point in question.
The “cavity velocity” found from Eq. (2.13) is then used to set up a Dirichlet
boundary condition on the potential. Speciﬁcally, this is done by specifying
the potential on the cavitating blade panels to be the chordwise-integrated
cavity velocity plus the potential at the detachment point (see Fig. 2.5), which
is assumed to be known.
A detailed derivation using velocities in the curvilinear coordinate system*
established by the mesh on the blade (as shown in Fig. 2.4) can be found
in Fine (ibid.) or the concise yet fairly complete review by Kinnas (2010a).
Skipping this derivation, but replacing the pressures p0 and pv by introduc-
ing the nondimensional cavitation number based on the propeller speed†
σn =
p0 − pv
ρ
2 (nD)
2 (2.14)
the derivative of the perturbation potential in chordwise direction (which is
later integrated on each strip) can be written
∂φ
∂s
=−Us (2.15)
+ cos (θ)
(
∂φ
∂v
+Uv
)
+ sin (θ)
√
(nD)2 σn + |UOnset|2 −
(
∂φ
∂v
+Uv
)2
− 2∂φ
∂t
− 2gz
where
* Ideally, the panel angle θ is close to 90◦ for large parts of the mesh, though.
† Of course, one can also deﬁne cavitation numbers based on other reference velocities, therefore
this particular one is denoted σn.
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Figure 2.5: Potential on the cavitating part of the blade
Us Onset ﬂow component in s-direction (UOnset ·s)
Uv Onset ﬂow component in v-direction (UOnset ·v)
θ Angle between the s and v directions (see Fig. 2.4)
n Propeller speed
D Propeller diameter
σn Cavitation number at shaft depth, reference velocity nD
g Acceleration due to gravity
z Vertical distance from shaft (positive up)
It must be noted that two quantities in (2.15) are assumed to be known
but actually unknown at the time the boundary condition is set up: Both the
perturbation component of the cross-ﬂow term ∂φ/∂v and the unsteady term
∂φ/∂t are part of the solution and require an estimate value at this point.
Assuming that the potential at the detachment point of the cavity (see Fig. 2.5)
is known, the potential on the cavitating part of the blade is then ﬁnally found
by integrating Eq. (2.15) in chordwise direction from the detachment point
(s = 0) to the point of interest (s = sp, usually at the control point locations of
the cavitating panels):
φ = φ0 + ψ = φ0 +
sp∫
0
∂φ
∂s
ds (2.16)
This assumes that φ0 is a known quantity, which it in fact is not. However,
it can be expressed as an extrapolation of the known or solved-for potentials
upstream. The extrapolation is necessary anyways, as s = 0 (the location of
φ0) is per deﬁnition located at a panel edge and quantities are computed at
the panel control points. Fine (ibid.) proposes using third-order polynomial
extrapolation for this, which has proven to work surprisingly well, despite the
issues usually related to higher-order extrapolation.
At the aft end of the cavity, Kinnas and Fine (1990) (and also Fine 1992)
propose the use of a “transition zone” (as indicated in Fig. 2.5) where the
pressure inside the cavity recovers to the level on the wetted part of the blade.
This is implemented by essentially relaxing the cavitation number in (2.15)
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by a factor that depends on the relative chordwise position. While this entire
assumption or the details of such pressure recovery law are debatable and
provide material for separate lengthy discussions, the present implementation
simply uses the transition law and the proposed constants by Kinnas and
Fine (ibid.), resulting in a transition zone covering the last 15% of the cavity
length on a given strip (Fig. 2.5 gives an indication but is not drawn to scale).
Cavity Thickness
As a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied to the cavitating panels by pre-
scribing the potential according to (2.16), the unknown quantity or singularity
strength that is solved for is now the source strength. That means that the
vector of unknowns consists of a mix of unknown source and dipole strengths.
After solving the system of equations, the cavity height (or thickness) on each
panel is determined in a “post-processing” step, as the position of the cavity
surface depends on the then-known source strengths. The cavity thickness h
is found from applying the kinematic boundary condition. The derivation in
the curvilinear coordinate system is skipped again for brevity and the reader is
once again referred to Fine (1992).
Using the same symbols and deﬁnitions as before, the resulting partial
differential equation expressing the cavity thickness reads
∂h
∂s
[Vs − cos (θ)Vv] + ∂h
∂v
[Vv − cos (θ)Vs] = sin2 (θ)
(
Vn − ∂h
∂t
)
(2.17)
containing the total velocities Vs = Us +
∂φ
∂s , Vv = Uv +
∂φ
∂v , and Vn = Un +
∂φ
∂n ,
the latter containing ∂φ∂n , which, by deﬁnition, is the source strength.
In order to solve (2.17) numerically, Fine (ibid., p. 79) suggests to substitute
the partial derivatives by backwards ﬁnite differences. In chordwise direction
these are deﬁned at the panel edges not the panel centers, leading to recursive
substitution yielding a simple yet long expression. As this recursive approach
also depends on previously computed quantities in chordwise and spanwise
direction, this way of computing the cavity height is an inherently sequen-
tial process starting at the leading edge of the innermost strip, proceeding
downstream and then outwards in spanwise direction.
Opposed to Fine (ibid.), the present implementation does not use any higher-
order ﬁnite differences schemes when discretizing and solving (2.17). This de-
cision was made to increase numerical stability and reduce numerical artifacts
for cases including strongly inhomogeneous wake ﬁelds. The corresponding
loss of accuracy was observed to be negligible for all practical cases.
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2.3 Implementation
The method outlined in the previous sections has been implemented in a
code named “ESPPRO” as part of the present work. The initial version of the
program was developed and implemented at DTU between 2001–2003 and
has now been extended to include the sheet cavitation model described in
Section 2.2. This effort included rewriting all major computational routines
and redesigning most data structures. For maximum portability, the code is
now fully compliant with the Fortran 2008 standard, and is almost entirely
self-contained, the widespread BLAS and LAPACK libraries* for linear algebra
operations being the only examples of external dependencies.
2.3.1 Trailing Wake Geometry
The trailing vortices, also called blade wake or trailing wake, so far only
appeared in earlier equations and sketches. The location and geometry of
these wake sheets has been assumed known so far and has no inﬂuence on
the equations to be solved. Still, the exact geometry and alignment of the
blade wake with the ﬂow has substantial inﬂuence on the results: Forces,
induced velocities, and other quantities of interest strongly depend on the
wake alignment.
Conceptually, it is easy to deﬁne how the blade wake should be formed and
aligned. By assumption and deﬁnition, the wake sheet is a force-free surface,
thereby required to be fully aligned with the ﬂow.
Fulﬁlling this demand requires computing induced velocities in every of
the wake sheets’ mesh nodes, which are then to be displaced according to the
total ﬂow velocity vector. The induced velocities themselves, however, depend
on the wake sheet geometry, thereby triggering a computationally expensive,
iterative alignment procedure, which is even likely to suffer from numerical
stability issues.
Therefore, many contemporary BEM implementations still make large sim-
pliﬁcations, such as placing the trailing vortices on simple helicoidal surfaces.
This is also valid for the present implementation at the time of writing. Also, a
“frozen” wake geometry is assumed, i.e. it is not time dependent and does not
change while the program is running.
Apart from the expected roll-up of the tip vortex and slipstream contraction,
the wake pitch is one of the main characteristics. When using a simpliﬁed blade
wake model without iterative alignment, the roll-up is commonly ignored
* See Lawson et al. (1979) for BLAS and Anderson et al. (1999) for LAPACK. Apart from the
corresponding reference implementations, API-compatible, optimized libraries exist and are
used for the present work.
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Figure 2.6: Typical Blade Wake Geometry for a Kappel Propeller
(Using Streckwall’s model, mesh only shown on one wake sheet)
completely, while focus is placed on determining the wake pitch. Close to the
blade’s trailing edge, the pitch of the wake sheet is typically assumed to be
equal to the pitch of the bisector of the blade section at the trailing edge. This
initial wake pitch is usually kept in a “transition zone” extending about one
propeller radius downstream the trailing edge, before changing the pitch to
the ultimate wake pitch further downstream. This concept dates back to the
blade wake modeling for steady-state vortex lattice models from the 1970’s and
80’s, for example described by Kerwin and Lee (1978) and Greeley and Kerwin
(1982, Implemented in the code “PSF-2”).
The current ESPPRO implementation defaults to the very simple and ro-
bust wake geometry model described by Streckwall (1998). This model does
not account for slipstream contraction or other complex phenomena, and the
ultimate wake pitch is only a function of advance ratio and blade pitch at a
nondimensional radius of 0.9. Alternatively, the geometrically slightly more in-
volved model of Hoshino (1989) is available, too, which additionally considers
contraction and a stronger radial variation in ultimate wake pitch.
The alignment of the blade wake is still a subject of recent research, as
it is a major cause of the limitations and limited applicability of the panel
method. Highlighting some recent examples, Tian and Kinnas (2012) compared
open water results from fully aligned wake and the previously mentioned
classical model by Greeley and Kerwin (ibid.). Particularly for low advance
ratios (and high loadings), the differences are substantial and the improvement
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in predicted forces is considerable and promising. Focusing on hydrofoils
instead of marine propellers, Wang et al. (2016) discuss numerical details of
implementing a fully iterative wake alignment scheme for the steady case.
While a robust, accurate, and fast wake alignment scheme for propellers in
strongly nonuniform inﬂow and at different loadings is highly desirable, no
method fulﬁlling these requirements exists today.
2.3.2 Kutta Condition and Timestepping
The unsteady propeller problem using the Boundary Element Method is com-
monly solved in the way described by Hsin (1990), where the dipole strength
Δφ of the wake panels is convected downstream as the blade rotates. The
wake panels are commonly created so that their angular spacing corresponds
to the blade angle increment (“timestep”) Δθ, making the process very simple.
As mentioned in the previous section, the blade wake geometry is considered
invariant in time, so it is only the onset ﬂow and the wake dipole strength that
vary over time, then posing the mathematical problem described before.
The potential jump on the wake sheet right behind the trailing edge corre-
sponds to the potential difference of the aftmost panel on the blade’s pressure
side and suction side, which is part of the solution.
ΔφTE = φ+TE − φ−TE (2.18)
This difference is an approximation of the circulation at this radius and is re-
leased to the wake to be convected downstream as the blade turns, as indicated
in Fig. 2.7. The ﬁgure also illustrates that the potential jump is actually known
at the wake panel edges, not of the panel centers. The (constant) dipole strength
of the wake panel is assumed to be the average of the values at the two edges.
The Kutta condition is enforced by substituting (2.18) directly into the system
of equations, as described in detail by Hsin (ibid.). The ﬁrst panel behind the
blade is split up into multiple subpanels in streamwise direction, which are
assigned varying dipole strengths to mimick an element with linearly changing
dipole strength to decrease the inﬂuence of the timestep size on the solution.
This technique also goes back to Hsin (ibid.).
Time-derivatives of the potential – as required for the computation of blade
pressures using the unsteady Bernoulli equation – are determined using second-
order backwards ﬁnite differences.
2.3.3 Setting up and Solving the System of Equations
Previously described approach results in a linear system of equations with
a dense matrix on the left hand side (LHS) that depends on the geometry
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Circulation at t: TE
Circulation at t-t
Figure 2.7: Convecting the circulation down the wake sheet
and the extent of cavitation. For the non-cavitating case and a “frozen” wake,
the system matrix does therefore not change between timesteps, as Eq. (2.10)
simpliﬁes to
φjAij = σjBij − Δφj∗Gij∗ (2.19)
where all inﬂuence coefﬁcient matrices are known and precomputed and the
source strengths on right hand side are found from the kinematic boundary
condition. For performance reasons, the matrix A can and should be factorized
and stored as such in this case.
For the cavitating case, the LHS matrix changes after every change in cavity
shape guess, as any panel j might change state from wetted to cavitating within
the inner or outer* iterations, not only changing the structure of the matrix, but
also leading to different unknown variables.
Baltazar and Falcão de Campos (2010) describe a technique to avoid updat-
ing the entire matrix in every inner iteration, and claim a 40-fold increase in
speed for a steady, partially cavitating case. This technique, however, is not
implemented in the present method.
Instead, the system of equations is set up from scratch in every single inner
and outer iteration by assembling the LHS from precomputed inﬂuence coefﬁ-
cient matrices. It is then solved using a direct solver based on LU factorization
(LAPACK’s GESV). Vaz (2005) touches upon the possibility of using iterative
solvers to improve performance, but mentions that this task is non-trivial due
to the special matrix structures in the cavitating case. As the dynamic boundary
* Inner iterations: Iterations within one timestep to ﬁnd the correct cavity shape
Outer iterations: Change in blade angle, new timestep
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condition is based on an extrapolation of the detachment point potential, large
off-diagonal terms are introduced to the ﬁnal LHS matrix. In combination with
the high condition numbers that are typical for propeller panel codes anyways
(also see Hsin 1990), successful implementations using iterative solvers will
probably require preconditioners adapted to this very speciﬁc problem.
Other implementation-speciﬁc means that have been realized in the present
work to minimize calculation time are described in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.4 Cavitation Model Implementation Details
Assumptions for the Dynamic Boundary Condition
As mentioned on p. 26, two terms in the dynamic boundary condition (Eq. 2.15)
have to be assumed known, even though they are actually part of the solution.
Also, both these terms are part of the expression below the square root and have
a negative sign. This is potentially dangerous, as (too) large values, estimates,
or extrapolations for these terms might turn the entire expression negative.
First, there is the cross-ﬂow term ∂φ/∂v. Even though this term is squared
and then carries a negative sign, it is unlikely that it reaches a magnitude
sufﬁciently large to blow up the square root term, as the total onset velocity
vector magnitude (with positive sign) is also part of the expression.
Fine (1992) compared cavity shapes with and without this term included. The
inﬂuence was found to be negligible for a simple hydrofoil case and noticeable
but small for an actual propeller. Still, the term can easily be taken into account
by using the value from the previous inner iteration, where it is computed with
little additional effort (e.g. by spanwise central differences) in a postprocessing
step.
Second, there is the unsteady term ∂φ/∂t. Special care needs to be taken here,
as this term is included with a negative sign below the square root expression of
Eq. (2.15), and there is no similar term with opposite sign. Fine (ibid.) suggests
to extrapolate the value from previous timesteps, which led to instabilities and
crashes in all practical cases (including a real blade geometry and a realistic
ship wake ﬁeld) investigated as part of the present work. Vaz (2005) suggests
a less aggressive approach, that corresponds to using the local panel time
derivatives from the previous revolution (at the same blade angle), where
they are computed by backwards ﬁnite differences. Even though his work on
unsteady cavitation was limited to two-dimensional cases, he still reported
divergence for most cases using that approach for treatment of the unsteady
terms. While still using the values from a previous cycle, the introduction of
large underrelaxation factors is the solution suggested by Vaz (ibid.), coming
at the cost of requiring many revolutions to be simulated.
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As this is unpractical for an unsteady, three-dimensional analysis of a ship
propeller in a wake ﬁeld, a very simple approach was chosen to serve as the
default in the present implementation. The cavitation model is only activated
after at least one full revolution in the non-cavitating condition, where the
unsteady terms are computed and stored for all panels and blade angles. After
activating the cavitation model, the previously saved time-derivatives are
applied on the wetted part of the blade, while ∂φ/∂t is assumed zero inside the
cavity. This is a substantial simpliﬁcation and calls for further improvements
in the future. While the directly-computed time derivatives inside the cavity
are usually rather well-behaved, large changes can typically be observed in the
reattachment zone, where one panel might change state from cavitating to wetted
multiple times over a few timesteps. The very simple and very conservative
approximation proved to be the only one of the methods investigated that
ensured general stability and convergence of the inner iterations.
Split Panels
In the cavitation model described so far, a cavity always covers one or more
entire panels. That means that a cavity – by deﬁnition – starts at a panel edge
and closes (reattaches) at a panel edge. Unless the chordwise mesh resolution is
very high, it is therefore unlikely, that the opennesses on all strips reach values
small enough to consider the cavity “closed”. For typical timestep sizes (blade
angle increments of 1–5◦) the wake panels have a “chordwise” extent that is
easily ten times larger than the average chordwise length of a blade panel. To
achieve acceptable opennesses, this essentially requires very small timesteps
for supercavitating cases.
To relax the requirement on mesh resolution and to overcome the particular
issues for supercavitation, Fine (ibid.) and Fine and Kinnas (1993) describe a
“split panel technique” that splits the last cavitating panel of a strip into two.
Using this technique, cavity lengths corresponding to a non-integer number of
panels can be modeled, and the cavity can reattach at any chordwise position.
On every split panel, the singularity strengths are no longer solved for, but
rather extrapolated from the cavitating and the wetted part of the blade (or
wake), thereby changing the number of equations in the system to be solved.
Extrapolations
Extrapolations play an important role in different parts of the cavitation mod-
eling approach described. As mentioned, any extrapolations of unsteady terms
are avoided in the present implementation. Also, the extrapolation order for
the split panel quantities has been reduced (to either 0th or 1th order) compared
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to the original method by Fine (ibid.), as the higher order extrapolations again
proved to be unsuitable for all practical applications. The current implementa-
tion does, however, use the higher-order extrapolation for the potential at the
cavity detachment point (see p. 27). This has proven to work well so far, but
a “safer”, yet accurate scheme, that avoids the obvious ﬂaws of higher-order
polynomial extrapolation, might improve the quality of the prediction. That
is likely to be of particular interest for cases that exhibit mid-chord cavita-
tion, which are possible to simulate, as the detachment point is arbitrary in
the current implementation. Mid-chord cavitation prediction using a BEM is
also described by Mueller and Kinnas (1999) and Young and Kinnas (2001)
(using the PROPCAV implementation), but the extrapolations are not discussed
therein.
2.3.5 Code Performance and Parallelization
When rewriting the computational routines of the code, particular focus was
placed on computational efﬁciency, memory handling, general performance,
and parallelization. While the aforementioned linear algebra libraries deliver
excellent performance for common operations involving dense matrices as
commonly encountered in panel methods, further measures can and need to
be taken to achieve decent performance on modern computer architectures.
Based on observations from the computer development of the 1960s, Moore
(1965) estimated that the number of transistors on processors would double
every two years. This estimate is now commonly known as Moore’s law, and
it continues to hold so far. Along with the number of circuits, the clock speed
of processors increased steadily until the mid-2000s, before several reasons –
one of them power usage and related temperature and cooling issues – led to
a halt of this trend (McCool et al. 2012). Since then, additional performance
gains have been achieved through adding more parallelism on different levels
to the hardware. Best known and most signiﬁcantly, adding more computing
cores to processors.
This large change – away from higher clock speeds and towards more par-
allelism – within only one decade has had serious implications on software
development. Previously, almost any program would run considerably faster
on newer computers. This is no longer true. Only programs that are designed
to exploit parallelism on multiple levels will be able to beneﬁt from the contin-
uing increase in computing power. On the other hand, a program that scales
is likely to beneﬁt from future hardware in a similar fashion as sequential
programs used to beneﬁt from increasing clock speeds in the past.
While (parallel) code performance is a complex topic that depends on many
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factors and details, there are some key metrics that help understand and quan-
tify the theoretical parallel performance of a program. An obvious requirement
for scalability is that parts of the problem at hand can be solved in parallel, as
any serial work obviously limits the parallel scalability.
Originally described abstractly by Amdahl (1967), the following relationship
between number of processors P, serial execution time T(1), and the relative
speedup S is now commonly known as Amdahl’s law and can be used to
estimate the “parallel fraction” f :
S(P) =
T(1)
T(P)
=
1
f/P + 1− f (2.20)
Using the parallel fraction, one can also easily ﬁnd the maximum theoretical
speedup from Amdahl’s law:
S(∞) ≤ 1
1− f (2.21)
This demonstrates that parallel fractions far beyond 90% are required to
achieve decent speedups for common numbers of processors found even in
consumer-grade computers. While modern compilers contain a number of
automatic or implicit parallelization features, manual, explicit instructions
will remain to be required to achieve optimum performance and scalability
(McCool et al., ibid.).
For ESPPRO, explicit parallelization using OpenMP* is used for threading
and vectorization. Given that computing the inﬂuence of one element on
another point is a large part of the panel method, there is a lot of independent
work that can be distributed among multiple threads to be executed in parallel.
ESPPRO’s parallel performance is shown in Fig. 2.8. According to Amdahl’s
law (2.20), the parallel fraction is close to 98% for a typical non-cavitating case
(solid black line) and only 80% for a supercavitating case (dotted line).
To obtain the data, the entire program (initialization and steady calculation
followed by an unsteady calculation covering two full revolutions) has been
run with a varying number of threads on a Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 processor,
which has 10 physical cores and 20 virtual (logical) cores as it is capable of
hyperthreading. The latter also explains the parallel performance degradation
(and deviation from the theoretical estimate using the corresponding parallel
fraction) beyond 10 threads, seen in Fig. 2.8.
In summary, the measures outlined brieﬂy here increased the performance
of the ESPPRO code signiﬁcantly compared to earlier versions. Rewriting the
* Enabling multiprocessor parallelization on shared memory systems, as well as explicit SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions. See OpenMP ARB (2015)
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Figure 2.8: Parallel Speedup
computational routines using more precomputed and stored values, as well as
more efﬁcient memory handling, the serial performance increased by a factor
of 5–50, depending on mesh resolution. Taking the parallel gains into account
as well, the code typically executes about hundred times faster on a typical
workstation today. Non-cavitating full scale cases can now be analyzed in real
time.
The parallel fraction is considerably lower for the cavitating case, as the
implementation of the cavitation model is less optimized so far and contains
several inherently sequential operations, such as the computation of the cavity
thickness (see p. 28).
While Amdahl’s law and the parallel speedup for a representative case gives
a good indication of the practical impact and advantage of the parallelization, it
is not a deﬁnitive metric for the parallel performance. Amdahl’s law describes
the so-called “strong scaling”, meaning the speedup by adding more processing
units (PU) to solving a problem of ﬁxed size.
When discussing parallel performance and scaling for a growing problem
size, Amdahl’s law is not necessarily central any longer. Assuming the amount
of work per PU can be considered ﬁxed, the problem size grows with the
number of PUs added. Usually referred to as “weak scaling”, Gustafson’s
law (Gustafson 1988) can give guidance on theoretical limits in this scenario.
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For the application of panel codes to the ship propeller analysis problem, the
problem size can, however, be considered ﬁxed, as the method is known to
converge rather quickly with increasing mesh resolution (Hsin 1990). Further-
more, numerical problems are likely to arise for too ﬁne meshes, particularly at
the thin sections close to the tip.
Other Practical Performance Aspects
For common problem sizes in propeller analysis, today’s computers can easily
store multiple inﬂuence coefﬁcient matrices (see Tab. 2.1) in memory. Generally,
the present implementation precomputes as many values as possible upon
initialization, including all inﬂuence coefﬁcients that can be expected to be
used.
For values that are less likely to be used, a “lazy fetching” approach is em-
ployed. That means that a value is computed once needed and then stored
for possible later use. This can save many unnecessary evaluations and many
redundant re-evaluations of previously computed values. Especially when
computing the quantities necessary for the integration of the dynamic bound-
ary condition in the cavitating case, this technique saves considerable time.
Obviously, it is vital to expire and reset those values once they become invalid,
e.g. in a new timestep. A similar approach is taken for inﬂuence coefﬁcients
involving cavitating wake panels. As they are only needed in case a cavity
extends beyond the blade, it usually does not pay off to precompute all of
them.
When storing the inﬂuence coefﬁcients contiguously and well-aligned in
memory, considerable gains in computational efﬁciency are achieved when
explicit SIMD instructions (“single instruction multiple data”) can be used,
i.e. vector instructions exploiting data level parallelism.
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3.1 Background and General Concept
3.1.1 CFD in Calm Water Ship Hydrodynamics
In today’s parlance of ship hydrodynamics, “computational ﬂuid dynamics”
(CFD) for computing the ﬂow around the hull mostly refers to ﬁeld methods
solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations, most commonly us-
ing a ﬁnite volume approach*. While more advanced methods like large-eddy
simulation (LES) are also gaining some attention in the realm of academia,
steady or unsteady RANS is today’s workhorse for computing the viscous ﬂow
around ship hulls. The results and analyses from the “workshops on CFD in
ship hydrodynamics” give an excellent overview over the state of the art.
The 2010 workshop held in Gothenburg (ﬁnal analysis by Larsson et al. 2014)
showed good overall results obtained by various RANS-based methods in
prediction of resistance and propulsion quantities, as well as wake ﬂow ﬁelds
for a variety of cases, also demonstrating and documenting the increasing
maturity of commercially available and affordable software packages. While
the results from the workshop held in Tokyo in 2015 are still being analyzed
in depth, preliminary conclusions conﬁrm the notion that CFD can provide
reliable results and is accurate enough to be ready to support hull design work
when applied properly.
As numerical calm water ship hydrodynamics is reaching this degree of ma-
turity, it leads to advanced simulation-based ship design becoming more and
more useful, accessible, and widespread. There is also an increasing interest
in optimizing for required propulsion power instead of bare hull resistance.
Given that the optimization for required propulsion power may result in a
different “optimum hull design” than a hull optimized for resistance† , efﬁcient
and accurate means of propeller modeling are becoming a key concern.
* See e.g. Ferziger and Peric´ (2002) for details of the ﬁnite volume method and the application to
the RANS equations. See Larsson et al. (2014) for an overview of common contemporary tools,
implementations and their numerical methods.
† This phenomenon has been reported multiple times in the past. Recently, Klinkenberg and
Veldhuis (2016) described how a major design decision could go one way or the other, depending
on resistance or power as the objective.
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From a conceptual point of view, it appears easiest to treat the propeller the
same way as the rest of the ship, fully resolving its geometry and applying an
unsteady, e.g. RANS-based, CFD tool. An obvious advantage of this approach
is that the propeller effect is modeled without the drawbacks of potential ﬂow-
based propeller analysis tools as described in the previous chapters, resulting
in a consistent treatment of all ﬂow-exposed components of the ship. Also,
the propeller inﬂow ﬁeld is inherently “correct” as no further assumptions or
modeling are required. However, there is also a multitude of disadvantages
with this conceptually simple, but practically rather involved approach:
When the ship is sailing in calm water, the ﬂow around the hull can usually
be treated as a steady-state problem. With the rotating propeller present,
however, the entire simulation immediately requires an unsteady approach,
even though time-averaged quantities might be enough in a hull and propeller
design situation.
Furthermore, the propeller introduces components and local ﬂow phenom-
ena of scales that are very different from the ﬂow around the bare hull. There-
fore the propeller requires the time step for the entire simulation to be chosen
much smaller than would be necessary for the rest of the ship. As a conse-
quence, the computational effort does not only increase due to the increased
number of cells, but also due to the time-accurate solution procedure that is
not necessarily required by the engineering problem at hand.
Another potential drawback concerns the geometry preprocessing. Still-
unknown geometry details at an early propeller design stage can often be
smeared out for potential ﬂow-based tools. Opposed to that, high-ﬁdelity CFD
requires a detailed, “watertight” propeller geometry to create a volume grid of
sufﬁcient quality around the propeller to be able run in a stable manner. The
meshing step for the propeller itself is rather complex and requires additional
computational effort and user experience. Also, some numerical approach
for implementing the relative motion of different grids to each other (hull,
propeller blades) needs to be chosen. For an unsteady, time-accurate solution,
sliding mesh techniques and overset grids are two common methods.
Although some of these problems can be partly alleviated by automated
processes and better-than-ever meshing tools, the increase in grid points and
CPU time by adding the fully discretized propeller to the CFD calculation will
always be substantial.
For above reasons, it is attractive to model the propeller effect without
actually including the discretized propeller in the RANS problem. This is
usually done by adding body forces to the cells covering the (imaginary)
propeller volume in the RANS grid. Representing the propeller and modeling
the propeller effect, those body forces simply appear as source terms in the
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momentum equations. Writing the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations
compactly by using Einstein’s summation rule (as e.g. derived in Larsson and
Raven 2010), the body force components Fi appear on the right hand side:
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
=− 1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
+ ν
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
+ Fi (3.1)
This approach then poses the question of how to compute the body forces.
Obviously, one can think of methods of any level of complexity. Commonly
used models range from a inﬂow-independent linear actuator disk, to using
a panel method as described in the previous chapter. No matter what exact
model from this range of complexity is used, the propeller model providing
the either steady, unsteady, or time-averaged body forces will only require very
limited or even entirely negligible computational effort relative to the CFD
calculation for the viscous ﬂow around the hull. The latter combination of a
RANS solver for the hull ﬂow and a panel method for the propeller analysis is
then commonly referred to as “RANS-BEM Coupling”.
As the above-mentioned disadvantages of the approach using a discretized
propeller are removed, the RANS-BEM approach is usually 1–2 orders of mag-
nitude faster than an all-CFD simulation, while retaining all major ship-scale
ﬂow features and characteristics necessary and relevant for a self-propulsion
simulation.
The general concept and the steps involved in a RANS-BEM coupling ap-
proach for propeller modeling are described in Section 3.1.3, p. 46f.
The propeller preprocessing in a RANS-BEM coupling method is consider-
ably easier than for the all-CFD case. Instead of a highly stretched volume grid
around the entire blade and hub, a much simpler to create panel mesh on the
blade surface serves as input for the BEM, which can even change between
iterations. For example, it is almost trivial to run a self-propulsion simulation
with a controllable pitch propeller at constant revolutions. Also, replacing a
stock propeller by a custom propeller design is straightforward and does not
require any remeshing on the RANS side. After all, changing or moving the
propeller only means assigning new body forces to different cells in the RANS
grid.
Generally, the hybrid RANS-BEM approach is very well-suited for analyses
on a global level, as, for example, encountered in hull form optimization.
However, in most cases, is not the right tool to study detailed, small-scale ﬂow
features, in particular those located very close to the blades or downstream in
the wake of the propeller. One should always keep in mind that the coupled
approach using a potential ﬂow-based propeller model providing the propeller
forces makes a number of assumptions and simpliﬁcations of the physics
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involved, and the overall quality and accuracy of the results obtained by a
coupled approach depends on the quality of the propeller model itself.
Yet, it is also important to note that the RANS-BEM coupling can still provide
the user – and the propeller designer in particular – with more information than
the all-CFD approach, as will be described in the following section.
With the mentioned advantages at hand, the RANS-BEM coupling approach
was recently called an “emerging trend” by the 27th ITTC’s Specialist Commit-
tee on CFD in Marine Hydrodynamics (Hino et al. 2014, Presentation Slides*).
3.1.2 Effective Wake
Chapter 1 already introduced the concept and deﬁnition of the hull efﬁciency,
that includes the effective wake fraction. This value is, as described, typically
deduced from relating the results of open water and self-propulsion tests at
model scale.
As it is rather common to use the term wake as a short form for different
effects and quantities, like both wake fraction and wake ﬁeld, depending on the
context, this section deﬁnes some more terms and tries to highlight and clarify
the key concepts behind them before going into more detail.
In the scope of this thesis, wake ﬁelds are always velocity distributions in
the propeller plane or in a surface approximating the propeller plane. The
wake fraction corresponding to a wake ﬁeld is a measure of the volumetric mean
axial velocity of the wake ﬁeld relative to the ship speed and limited to the
radial range of the propeller. For a ﬁeld in polar coordinates with the spatially
varying axial velocity vx = vx (r, θ), ship speed vS, propeller hub radius rH ,
and the propeller tip radius R = D/2, the wake fraction w is therefore deﬁned
as:
w =
∫ R
rH
r
∫ 2π
0
(
1− vxvS
)
dθ dr
π
(
R2 − r2H
) (3.2)
Note that all ﬁgures visualizing wake ﬁelds in this thesis show velocity
distributions, nondimensionalized by the ship speed, while 1 − vx/vS is the
basis for the wake fraction.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the term “wake ﬁeld” is still not unambiguous, as
different ﬂow ﬁelds are of interest, for example with and without the propeller
present. Even though below concepts are well-deﬁned, one can ﬁnd many
publications† using ambiguous terminology. Therefore, the key concepts are
* Proceedings of the 27th ITTC, Volume III, p. 561
† For example, in the short section on propellers, the otherwise excellent textbook on marine
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual representation of total, nominal, and effective velocities
(As illustrated by Carlton 2012)
deﬁned and described brieﬂy again. Also note that below deﬁnitions apply to
wake as in both wake ﬁeld and the corresponding wake fraction according to (3.2):
The nominal wake corresponds to the velocity ﬁeld in towed condition
without any propeller or propeller effect present. By its nature the nominal
wake ﬁeld is independent of the propeller and often the only wake ﬁeld that is
recorded in experiments and provided to the propeller designer. It is routinely
measured in model scale, but not measurable with reasonable effort in full
scale (as one would have to tow the ship without a propeller at an appropriate
loading condition while measuring the ﬂow ﬁeld). The measurability of this
and other types of wake ﬁelds is summarized in Tab. 3.1.
The full scale experiments are generally difﬁcult to execute, therefore the
table shows the corresponding symbols in parentheses, only indicating whether
measurements are possible with somewhat reasonable effort. Also note that
the table would look differently for wake fractions derived from methods that
do not require or compute the entire ﬁeld.
The total wake is encountered when observing the actual, total ﬂow with a
working propeller. It includes the propeller-induced velocities. The presence of
the rotating blades makes it more difﬁcult to measure over the entire propeller
disk, but there is no conceptual reason that makes it impossible. Today, nominal
wake ﬁelds are still commonly measured using Pitot tubes, whereas non-
intrusive optical methods like Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) or Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) are usually preferred or required approaches for total
wake measurements. Recently, Kleinwächter et al. (2016) reported full-scale
total wake measurements using PIV, demonstrating the feasibility of carrying
out such measurements. However, velocities were only measured in a fraction
of the propeller disk, relatively close to the hull.
Lastly, the effective wake corresponds to a purely imaginary or conceptual
type of velocity ﬁeld. It is the velocity ﬁeld as “felt” by the propeller, containing
hydrodynamics by Newman (1977) does not make the necessary differentiations between types
of wake ﬁelds. Also, even some recent ITTC guidelines contain unclear or contradictory use of
these terms.
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the velocities related to hull-propeller interaction, but excluding the purely
propeller-induced velocities. The mean axial velocity of this ﬁeld – the effective
wake fraction – is easily found from open water and self-propulsion tests, the
distribution of velocities in the propeller plane, however, is usually not known.
Theoretically, there are two ways of obtaining the effective wake ﬁeld, as can
be seen from Fig. 3.1: Either the interaction velocities are added to the nominal
ﬁeld, or the propeller-induced velocities are subtracted from the total wake
ﬁeld. No matter which approach is used, this ﬁctitious ﬁeld is impossible to
determine directly from experiments at any scale as neither the interaction
velocities nor the purely propeller-induced velocities can be measured.
While being difﬁcult to compute or measure, the effective wake ﬁeld is of
great importance to the propeller designer, as it represents the actual inﬂow
ﬁeld to the propeller. Also, it is the inﬂow ﬁeld that needs to be used for
any analyses regarding behind-ship performance or behind-ship cavitation
behaviour when not including the hull in the same simulation.
When using a CFD approach with the complete hull and a discretized pro-
peller, the propeller inherently experiences the right inﬂow, as all interactions
of hull and propeller are part of the simulation. But as the induced velocities
are not known explicitly, the effective wake ﬁeld can not be extracted from such
method. This leads to another key advantage of using a propeller model as
done in a RANS-BEM coupling approach: Any onset ﬂow can be speciﬁed in
the propeller panel code and at the same time, the induced velocities from each
blade and wake panel are available in an isolated way, allowing for calculation
of the effective wake ﬁeld.
In the present work, effective wake ﬁelds are always found from the dif-
ference of the total wake ﬁeld and the propeller-induced velocity ﬁeld, using
the total wake ﬁeld from the RANS part of the simulation and the induced
velocities from the BEM. The coupling of the two programs is described in the
following sections.
The existence of the effective wake ﬁeld and the related issues have been
known for a long time, but due to the complexity of problem (both on the hull
side, the propeller side, and the interaction itself), it has only been “solved”
properly for realistic hull and propeller geometries very recently.
Theoretical approaches also using iterative coupling of models for hull and
propeller ﬂow have been developed decades before (cf. Huang and Groves 1980,
Dyne 1980), but usually either their hull or propeller representation was not
sufﬁcient for practical purposes. Yet, these methods offered interesting hints,
as, for example, Huang and Groves (ibid.) could demonstrate that the common
assumption that the effective wake distribution is similar to a uniformly scaled
version of the nominal ﬁeld is not appropriate.
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Method Scale Nominal Total Effective
Experiment Model   –
Full (–) () –
All-RANS Model   –
Full   –
RANS-BEM Coupling Model   
Full   
Table 3.1: Measurability of different types of wake ﬁelds
The effective wake problem gained increasing interest in the 1980s when
more numerical tools and computer programs made their way into propeller
design and nominal wake ﬁelds were forming the key input. Dyne (1980)
describes the related problems when designing “wake-adapted” propellers,
and the nominal vs. effective wake issue is also acknowledged by Kerwin (1986)
in his review paper.
Most of the relatively few theoretical and experimental efforts towards ob-
taining the effective wake distribution have aimed at simpliﬁed hull geometries
like axisymmetric bodies while using an actual propeller. Opposed to that,
Hoekstra (1977) employed a very interesting approach involving a realistic
ship model and a simpliﬁed propeller, instead. Using a geometrically simple
axisymmetric diffuser to represent the propeller in the towing tank-scale ex-
periment, he measured the total velocity ﬁeld upstream of the “propeller” and
computed the velocity ﬁeld induced by the diffuser based on actuator disk
theory. The difference of the two then obviously leads to the effective wake
ﬁeld. Still, no later applications of similar experimental methods are known to
the author and none of them are in regular use today.
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3.1.3 General Concept
The general concept of RANS-BEM coupling described in this section is appli-
cable to all contemporary methods mentioned and reviewed in the following
section and to the version implemented as part of this work, described in the
section thereafter. Minor differences between different implementations might
exist on a lower level, but below steps form the basis for the approach.
1. Run the unsteady propeller model (BEM) in an initial guess of the effective
wake ﬁeld. The nominal wake ﬁeld might be a good starting point.
a) Compute the purely propeller-induced velocities in the coupling plane
from the singularities in the BEM and store them for later use.
b) Convert the blade panel forces to volume forces in the RANS grid.
2. Apply the propeller forces to the RANS problem and run the solver until
the effect of the forces on the ﬂow converges.
3. Extract the total velocities in the coupling plane from the RANS code.
4. Subtract the induced velocities known from the previous BEM run from
the total velocities to obtain the effective wake ﬁeld.
5. Re-run the BEM in the effective wake ﬁeld and update the induced veloci-
ties (Step 1a) and propeller forces (Step 1b) and proceed with Step 2.
As is apparent from these basic steps, this coupling method is of iterative
character and the steps need to be repeated until convergence, i.e. the effective
wake ﬁeld does not change signiﬁcantly between two coupling iterations. The
exact number of iterations required will strongly depend on the kind of the
analysis problem (ﬁxed propeller speed or self-propulsion), the RANS solver,
and details of the implementation (e.g. propeller force underrelaxation, the
coupling frequency in terms of RANS iterations, . . . ) of the coupling. Typically,
however, convergence is achieved after few (about 3–10) iterations.
The key issue for the RANS-BEM coupling approach is related to the location
of the coupling plane. Ideally, one would like to compute the effective wake
in the exact location of the control points in the propeller panel code, or at
least in the propeller plane. This is not possible, as the BEM works by placing
singularities on the blade surface, resulting in inﬁnite induced velocities in the
immediate vicinity of the panels.
RANS-BEM coupling can be applied in both steady and unsteady RANS
approaches. For steady approaches, the unsteady propeller forces and induced
velocities from the BEM are to be time-averaged. As mentioned before, the
steady-state procedure is usually sufﬁcient for calm water self-propulsion, but
the unsteady approach also allows for more advanced applications (also see
p. 50).
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3.2 Literature Review
Representing the effect of a propeller by body forces inside a viscous ﬂow
simulation is a rather obvious solution to simplifying this complex problem
and its ﬁrst application already dates back about 40 years (see Schetz and Favin
1977 and subsequent papers by the same authors). In this early application and
simple approach, however, the propeller forces were independent of the actual
inﬂow – therefore not changing or being updated as the ﬂow evolves – and
usually at least circumferentially constant.
One decade later, a key step forward was presented in the important work
by Stern et al. (1988), who ﬁrst described a two-way, iterative coupling of a
viscous ﬂow solver for the ﬂow around a ship hull and an inviscid propeller
code, including all key concepts of the process described in the previous section.
Given the very limited computing power for this kind of task and the fact that
RANS solvers were not yet able to reliably compute the complex ﬂow around
ship sterns, axisymmetric bodies or very simple three-dimensional shapes
represented the ship hull, therefore rather providing a proof-of-concept than
a tool for ship and propeller design at that time. In this original work, the
propeller model providing forces and induced velocities was based on a vortex-
lattice code, at that point representing the most advanced method for ship
propeller analysis.
Only a few years later, Zhang et al. (1991) presented an iteratively coupled
body force propeller model operating behind a slender variant of the Series 60
hull at model scale. That work can be considered the ﬁrst application of a
hybrid method to a case involving both an actual ship and propeller. The hull
ﬂow was computed by a single-block RANS solver and propeller forces and
induced velocities were computed from lifting line theory. Even though this
particular method was based on and implemented in the early versions of
SHIPFLOW, it should be noted that the RANS solver involved was not XCHAP,
but an earlier, now discontinued, solver. Still, a very similar method still serves
as the default propeller model in SHIPFLOW today.
Still being constrained by computer resources, the work by Kerwin et al.
(1994) used a combination of an axisymmetric part for the hull ﬂow and a
non-axisymmetric part for the propeller ﬂow. Based on this, they describe
an interesting design and optimization procedure for wake-adapted ducted
propellers, thereby proving the power and usefulness of such coupled methods.
As both CFD and the body force-based propeller representation slowly
gained maturity, it was increasingly used for three-dimensional cases involving
more strongly non-uniform inﬂow, such as open-water cases with an inclined
shaft setup (Choi and Kinnas 2001). This particular study used an Euler solver
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coupled to a vortex-lattice method, with the latter also including a sheet cavita-
tion model. Apart from the inclined shaft case, the paper also provides results
for an axisymmetric case and compares the total velocity ﬁeld and cavity pat-
terns with experiments, showing that the coupled approach can deliver good
accuracy at reasonable computational effort.
With the advent of mature RANS codes and simulations becoming feasi-
ble for real ship geometries at model and full scale, the strategy of coupling
a potential ﬂow-based propeller code gained a lot in popularity for the key
task of enabling numerical self-propulsion tests. By the time of the Gothen-
burg 2010 workshop on ship hydrodynamics*, several implementations of
viscous/inviscid coupling approaches existed, some still relying on lifting line
or vortex-lattice propeller representations, others using panel codes (BEM) for
this task.
Starke et al. (2010) describe the method that is now routinely used† within
design studies and hull optimization at MARIN. More detail on their method
and implementation is given by Starke and Bosschers (2012), who not only
analyze scale effects in powering prediction using the method, but also dis-
cuss important details regarding the selection of the coupling plane and the
computation of induced velocities in the panel code:
Starke and Bosschers (ibid.) highlight the discrepancies in the representation
of the propeller blades in RANS and BEM, as only the blade-associated forces
acting on the ﬂuid are modeled on the RANS side. Lacking the blades as
such, the displacement effect of the blades is consequently not accounted
for. On the other side, the blade thickness is represented by sources in the
BEM, fulﬁlling the kinematic boundary condition on the blade surface. Starke
and Bosschers (ibid.) therefore propose to only use the dipole contributions
from the blade panels when computing the induced velocities. This issue was
then revisited and investigated in depth by Hally (2015), who compared the
aforementioned approach with a method that computes the induced velocities
from all singularities present in the BEM and then accounts for the displacement
effect by introducing source terms in the continuity equation in the RANS
solver. The magnitude of these mass source terms is proportional to the strength
of the blade sources in the BEM. Hally concluded that both methods – either
excluding the source contributions or adding mass sources – essentially work
equally well and reports differences in effective wake fraction and thrust and
torque coefﬁcients for the KCS self-propulsion case of ±0.2% when comparing
the results of the two approaches.
While earlier applications using simpliﬁed hulls or open water conﬁgura-
* See the ﬁnal workshop assessment by Larsson et al. (2014).
† See for example Klinkenberg and Veldhuis (2016).
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tions (e.g. Choi and Kinnas 2001) explicitly mentioned that the coupling plane
location is not of high importance, Starke and Bosschers (ibid.) found the
opposite to be true when the propeller is operating behind the ship. They
emphasized the importance of the location of the coupling plane and demon-
strated the effect strikingly by showing the change in effective wake fraction,
thrust deduction, and propeller speed at the self-propulsion point when vary-
ing the distance between propeller and coupling plane. As appears intuitive
and sensible, the effective wake fraction increases – and thereby the propeller
speed in self-propulsion decreases – as the coupling plane is moved further
upstream, further away from the propeller, and closer to the hull. As a conse-
quence, they propose to extrapolate the effective wake ﬁeld from two planes
upstream of the propeller plane and, using this method, yield better agreement
with experimental results.
Following up on the work from their colleagues, Rijpkema et al. (2013)
elaborate further on the importance of the coupling plane choice and extend
the method to use a curved upstream surface that follows the contour of the
propeller blade’s leading edge. This way, the coupling plane can be placed as
close to the propeller blades as possible while avoiding intersections with the
blade panels.
The MSc thesis by Rotte (2015) revisits these important contributions from
researchers at MARIN and provides some additional interesting ﬁndings and
examples using the same programs and approach.
Meanwhile, Tian et al. (2014) derived a way to compute the induced velocities
in the control points of a vortex-lattice method (VLM), removing the need for
any extrapolation, as the effective wake can be calculated in exactly the points
where it is required for the computation. That approach is used in an interesting
way by Tian and Kinnas (2015), who used a RANS-VLM coupling to get the
effective wake in the propeller plane and then employed the more advanced
BEM for the actual analysis and cavitation simulation.
In a different approach to increase the accuracy of the effective wake pre-
diction, Sánchez-Caja et al. (2015) suggest to introduce correction factors that
correct for the discrepancies introduced by the different assumptions made by
RANS and the potential ﬂow-based propeller model. In an open water case the
effective velocities in the entire ﬂow domain should always be identical to the
initial uniform parallel inﬂow, as – by deﬁnition – the propeller-induced veloc-
ities are the only disturbance. Technically, this should hold for any coupling
plane approach and location. Due to the different assumptions and simpliﬁca-
tions in RANS and potential ﬂow, the velocities induced by the force ﬁeld on
the RANS side, and the induced velocities as computed directly in the BEM,
are usually not identical. One might be able to achieve very good agreement
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and negligible discrepancies close to the design point, but it is likely that these
discrepancies vary over the operational range. The correction factors proposed
by Sánchez-Caja et al. (ibid.) are derived from those open water effective wake
discrepancies to be later applied to correct the effective ship wake ﬁeld.
Beyond these measures to obtain the best possible accuracy for numerical
self-propulsion results, several papers (e.g. Berger 2011 and Tian et al. 2014)
focus on details of the mapping of panel forces to RANS cell forces. This is
particularly challenging in the case of unstructured volume grids that might
even be distributed across several processes, as parallel solvers are employed.
On a slightly more general level is the question of whether every force vector
per BEM panel is transferred to the RANS grid (probably the most common
approach, explicitly mentioned in Wöckner et al. 2011) or whether all blade
panel forces (from both suction and pressure side) are ﬁrst projected on the
camber surface before being mapped to the CFD grid, as described by Starke
and Bosschers (2012).
RANS-BEM coupling implementations exist for both steady and unsteady
approaches to the hull ﬂow problem. Using a Vortex-Lattice propeller code and
an Euler solver, Choi and Kinnas (2003) computed both steady and unsteady
effective wake ﬁelds, concluding that the difference between the time-average
of the unsteady ﬁelds and the steady ﬁeld is very small.
As of 2014, the ofﬁcially recommended procedures and guidelines of the
ITTC also mention* the general concept of using a propeller model exchanging
velocities and forces instead of using a discretized propeller in CFD, but do not
go into further detail.
Applications
The number one application for RANS-BEM coupling methods is clearly the
problem of power prediction by means of a numerical self-propulsion test.
Still, thanks to the ﬂexibility and versatility of the method, a number of more
advanced applications have been reported.
Greve et al. (2012) applied the method for simulating self-propulsion of a
pod-driven ship in waves. This was later (Greve and Abdel-Maksoud 2015) ex-
tended to include partially emerged, ventilated propellers and their interaction
with the free surface.
Martin et al. (2015a) describe advanced unsteady manoeuvring simulations
of a navy submarine. Simulations were carried out with both a discretized
propeller and a VLM-based body force model for comparison. The key results
* ITTC Recommended Procedures and Guidelines: Practical Guidelines for Ship Self-Propulsion CFD,
Revision 00, 2014.
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of the two approaches are very similar but the propeller model reduced the
number of cells by more than 20% (which is a typical number if the hull is
included) which results in considerably shorter CPU time. The same authors
focused on comparing the propeller open-water results in oblique inﬂow using
a full RANS propeller and the RANS-VLM propeller in Martin et al. (2015b).
Even though the agreement is fair, Martin et al. indicate that a bug in their
implementation might have caused worse agreement than expected.
3.3 Implementation
As part of the present work, the RANS-BEM coupling concept has been imple-
mented on the basis of the DTU-developed propeller analysis code “ESPPRO”
(see Chapter 2) and the commercial CFD package SHIPFLOW (Flowtech 2016).
Speciﬁcally, the ﬁnite volume-based, steady-state RANS solver “XCHAP” from
the SHIPFLOW package is used, which has been extensively validated for ship
stern ﬂows and ship wake prediction*. XCHAP requires structured grids
and uses the overlapping grid technique to conveniently represent complex
geometries as, for example, appendages such as rudders in structured grids.
In XCHAP, body force propellers get their own (usually cylindrical) grid,
thereby entirely separating the hull and gridding part from the propeller. This
also simpliﬁes the force transfer from panel forces to RANS cells. The present
implementation uses unmodiﬁed versions of both XCHAP and ESPPRO and
uses an additional program to ensure communication and data transfer be-
tween the two. The interface also takes care of all required conversions of
input and output ﬁles, and additional steps like time-averaging and smoothing.
When computing induced velocities in the panel code, only the dipole contri-
butions are taken into account (as suggested by Starke and Bosschers 2012 and
as described above).
3.3.1 Body Force Transfer in Overlapping Grids
XCHAP offers so-called “active” and “passive” modes for propeller grids. If
the propeller grid is “passive” it is merely used for convenience and all forces
are always interpolated from the propeller grid to the background grid (all
propeller grid cells are interpolation cells by deﬁnition). An “active” propeller
grid is treated like any other grid, meaning that it actually contains discretiza-
tion cells if it is resolving the point in question better than any other grid in
the region. Generally, both approaches are viable options, one should note,
* See, for example, the previously mentioned Workshops on CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics.
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Figure 3.2: Induced Velocities on r/R=0.7: Actuator Disk
RANS and Analytical Results from Hough and Ordway (1964)
however, that the interpolation of body forces from the “passive” propeller
grid to other grids is out of reach for the user and not always conservative –
meaning that thrust or torque might be lost in the additional interpolation step,
depending on the exact grid composition and overlap. “Active” grids, on the
other hand, give more control to the user and will usually not suffer from any
possible further interpolation issues, but do require special attention and a
well-designed overlap, as the grid will actually inﬂuence the ﬂow resolution.
In any case, utmost care is required when creating the grids in the aftbody
and propeller region. This requirement is still very reasonable, given that it is
the only major pitfall and replaces much more involved algorithms required to
ﬁnd the correct cells for mapping forces to distributed, unstructured grids.
To evaluate the impact of different choices for propeller grids, and to check
the general applicability of the particular RANS method, a simple test case can
be set up. By implementing a method that generates a force ﬁeld representing
an actuator disk, the induced velocities can be validated against the classic
results by Hough and Ordway (1964). The corresponding force ﬁeld is applied
to a cylindrical propeller grid that is embedded in a cubic box, resulting in a
setup comparable to an open water test.
When the condition of carefully created grids is fulﬁlled, excellent agreement
of induced velocities is achieved for cases with a low thrust loading (see
Fig. 3.2a). When the propeller loading is increased, larger deviations behind
the propeller can be seen (Fig. 3.2b). This, however, is perfectly in line with
the expectations, as it only shows the limitations of linear actuator disk theory.
Nonlinear actuator disk theory yields lower induced axial velocities at the
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(a) No Smoothing (b) One Sweep (c) Five Sweeps
Figure 3.3: Blade Forces and Smoothing after Interpolation to the RANS Grid
(Integrated along the Axial Grid Dimension)
given radius in the slipstream (cf. Breslin and Andersen 1994, p. 190), similar
to the RANS results in Fig. 3.2b. Note that the induced velocities in Fig. 3.2
(and all similar ﬁgures) are normalized by the ship speed and divided by CTH .
Fig. 3.3 shows an example of the axial force ﬁeld corresponding to one BEM
timestep mapped to a cylindrical RANS grid. For visualization purposes, the
third grid dimension is collapsed into one slice and the sum along the ax-
ial dimension of the grid is shown. The panel forces from each blade angle
(“timestep”) of the unsteady BEM solution are being transferred to the cylindri-
cal grid by trilinear interpolation. For a steady-state RANS solver like XCHAP,
the force ﬁeld is then time-averaged.
As in overlapping grids the resolution of the RANS propeller grid should
not be too different from typical cell sizes in the background grid (usually
the grid around the hull), it is often inevitable to have RANS grids and BEM
meshes with very different radial resolutions. Simple trilinear interpolation of
the panel forces to the cylindrical RANS grid will then lead to artifacts as can
be seen in Fig. 3.3a. In such cases, smoothing is helpful and sometimes strictly
necessary, as very pronounced force peaks resulting from such interpolation
artifacts can render the solution unstable.
To still retain the characteristics of the force distribution, smoothing is ap-
plied separately and sequentially in the three grid dimensions. In the present
implementation, one “sweep” consists of two smoothing iterations applied in
radial direction, followed by one iteration in circumferential and axial direc-
tion each. This default has proven to work well for common ratios of mesh
resolutions, but can be increased for more extreme cases. Excessive smoothing,
however, will lead to new artifacts as forces diffuse, leaving the actual radial
range of the propeller (as can be seen in Fig. 3.3c).
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Figure 3.4: Induced Velocities on r/R=0.7: Conventional Propeller
RANS-BEM Coupling, BEM, Actuator Disk
3.3.2 Basic Validation in Open Water
A simple, yet essential step in implementing the RANS-BEM coupling method
is to check whether the induced velocities computed by the BEM match the
velocities induced by the body forces in the RANS solver. This can be done
by running the coupling for an open water case, as that is the only case where
the effective velocity distribution is known exactly – there is no hull-propeller
interaction and the effective wake is equal to the nominal wake, to use those
terms. In an inﬁnite domain with parallel inﬂow of unity magnitude and a
working “BEM-coupled” propeller, the total velocity extracted at any position
in the RANS minus the BEM-computed induced velocity should yield unity
parallel inﬂow again.
For the RANS-BEM coupling to work properly and accurately in practice, it
is however sufﬁcient if the induced velocities “cancel out” in the coupling plane
where the effective wake is computed and that is used to exchange velocities.
Running the coupled programs for such open water case with a conventional
propeller results in a induced velocity distribution shown in Fig. 3.4. The ﬁgure
again shows induced velocities along a line parallel to the propeller shaft on
70% of the propeller radius, just as Fig. 3.2. The linear actuator disk values are
also again plotted for reference. The agreement of the RANS and BEM velocities
upstream of the propeller seems very good, downstream large discrepancies
arise. Upstream, even the linear actuator disk results match rather nicely. There
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Figure 3.5: Upstream Induced Velocity Proﬁles in RANS and BEM
(KCS Propeller KP505, J = 0.7483)
are several explanations for the discrepancies downstream. First, the “outliers”
of the BEM velocity proﬁle are a result of those individual points being located
too close to the singularities of either blade or wake panels. Second, one needs
to remember that the induced velocities are computed without the source
contributions. Adding those contributions as well, the BEM provides a radial
velocity proﬁle that is symmetric around the propeller plane and yields very
good agreement with the actuator disk results.
As mentioned above, it is only the agreement in an upstream coupling plane
that is crucial for typical applications of the RANS-BEM coupling approach.
In order to investigate this more closely, axial and radial induced velocity
proﬁles (see Fig. 3.5) are generated in four potential planar coupling planes
upstream, located at x/R = 0.3 (marked 4© in the ﬁgure), 0.4/ 3©, 0.5/ 2©, and
0.6/ 1©. The propeller, advance ratio and plane locations are identical to the
example used by Hally (2015). The agreement found here can be considered
equally good as demonstrated in that paper*. The increasing discrepancies
towards the blade root can probably be attributed to the lack of the hub in
the computation (causing unrealistic peaks in the BEM velocities, the radial
component in particular), the increasing blade thickness, and the fact that the
distance from the evaluation plane to the blade’s leading edge decreases for
decreasing radial positions. The agreement at the outer radii is very good and
indicates that the interface between the programs works properly and that the
implementation is ready for use in the behind-ship condition.
* One should note, however, that Fig. 3.5 shows induced velocities divided by CTH , whereas Hally
(2015) plots absolute total velocities.
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3.3.3 Coupling Plane Considerations
As described in the literature (see review in Section 3.2, p. 47), the selection of
the coupling plane type and location has a profound impact on the computation
of effective wake fractions and therefore self-propulsion results. It is obvious
from Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 (and also basic theory), that the magnitude of the
induced velocities decreases quickly as one moves further upstream, away
from the propeller. But also the relative and absolute discrepancies between the
induced velocities in RANS and BEM decrease at larger distances (see Fig. 3.5),
as the inherent modeling differences between the two methods become less
signiﬁcant in the far ﬁeld.
Placing the coupling plane close to the propeller can therefore be considered
an “aggressive” choice. On one hand, one will avoid an excessive overpredic-
tion of the effective wake fraction. On the other hand, it needs to be ensured
that the proﬁles of the induced velocities in the coupling plane match, which
will be more difﬁcult to achieve close to the blade.
The present implementation includes options for all major coupling plane
approaches described in the literature.
The simplest form is a single, planar coupling surface upstream of the pro-
peller. This approach is trivial to implement and very robust as long as the
plane is sufﬁciently far away from the foremost point of the blade.
Even though a curved coupling surface that follows the contour of the blade’s
leading edge is not much more complex to implement than its planar counter-
part, this extension can lead to substantial improvements. By following the
leading edge at a constant distance, the discrepancy between RANS and BEM
velocities might be considered more consistent, as the shortest distance from a
point on the coupling surface to the blade is always the same. While discrepan-
cies may still exist and appear as artiﬁcial contributions to the effective wake
fraction, the velocity distribution in the effective wake ﬁeld might at least be
less distorted. Especially for propellers with considerable rake and little hull
clearance*, choosing a curved coupling plane over a planar one can make a big
difference.
Based on multiple planar or curved upstream coupling surfaces, linear ex-
trapolations to the propeller plane have been reported to yield good results.
This has also been implemented in the present method. As a variation and
extension of the extrapolation to the propeller plane, the axial effective velocity
gradient can be passed to the propeller code in addition to the effective wake
ﬁeld in an upstream plane. Computing this gradient from multiple upstream
coupling planes, one can then vary the onset velocity on the blade panels
* Such as the Japan Bulk Carrier, see Hino et al. (2016) and the proceedings of the Tokyo 2015
workshop (not published yet).
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depending on their individual axial position.
Still, as extrapolations always carry an inherent risk of compromising ro-
bustness, the default behavior of the present implementation is to use a single,
curved upstream coupling plane. The present implementation in this default
conﬁguration has already been successfully applied in a different study to
verify results from a vortex lattice-based propeller and pre-swirl stator opti-
mization by RANS-BEM coupling-driven self-propulsion simulations (Saettone,
Regener, and Andersen 2016).
Experiments regarding other novel coupling plane approaches – for exam-
ple including additionally computed effective velocities at small distances
downstream of the blade to then interpolate to the propeller plane – were not
pursued further. Robustness and reliability were not satisfactory, while the
potential gain in accuracy was also found to be small.
3.3.4 Computational Performance and Related Practical Issues
Section 2.3.5 already described performance aspects of the BEM implementa-
tion alone. As the lower computational effort compared to all-CFD approaches
is a major advantage and argument for using RANS-BEM coupling, computa-
tional performance and scalability also need to be considered when running
the two parts of the simulation in a coupled manner.
As we have already entered the age of parallel computing, almost every-
thing runs in parallel. Today’s CFD solvers usually scale very well and are
parallelized using MPI* allowing for massive parallelization using dozens or
hundreds of processors spanning over multiple computing nodes. Potential
ﬂow-based propeller codes, on the other hand, are probably either not able to
run in parallel at all, or parallelized for shared memory architectures (such as
ESPPRO, using OpenMP, see p. 35).
This raises the question of how to run the coupled simulation practically, as
the RANS part is able (and likely) to run on many processes across arbitrarily
allocated resources within a computing cluster without a shared memory
address space. Many RANS processes might have to wait idle for the propeller
model to ﬁnish updating the forces. As in the described scenario the propeller
code only utilizes one computing node at best, it can not harness the total
computing power of all nodes involved in the RANS simulation.
The implementation of the University of Iowa (IIHR, Group of Prof. Stern,
Chase et al. 2013, Martin et al. 2015a) therefore continuously runs the propeller
* Message Passing Interface, allows for parallel execution also across physical machines. MPI
is standardized, yet multiple implementations of the standard exist. The initial draft for the
standard, including motivation and introduction is described by MPI Forum (1993), but newer
versions of the standard exist.
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code in a separate process and simply takes the then-latest propeller forces
when needed. This is a viable option if the propeller model is not parallelized
at all and/or requires signiﬁcant walltime to run.
The present implementation does not require setting apart resources for a
continuous propeller process, but rather ensures that the BEM only runs brieﬂy
and at maximum speed while all processes of the RANS solver wait for the
new propeller forces. Then one coupling iteration including effective wake
calculation, running the unsteady analysis in ESPPRO, and feeding back new
RANS body forces takes much less than one minute. Given that usually less
than ten of such coupling iterations are needed, the overall walltime overhead
of this process is small.
Running the BEM at maximum speed requires utilizing all available CPU
cores on one node when updating the propeller forces. This still raises some
issues, as most modern MPI implementations “bind” the processes to certain
physical cores, sockets, or even memory by default, as substantial performance
gains can be achieved if a processor core and a nearby contiguous piece of
memory are exclusively available to one speciﬁc thread. Programs parallelized
by OpenMP can also beneﬁt from similar afﬁnity settings.
Problems therefore arise as soon as different programs (such as the RANS
solver and the propeller code) are running on the same node, as the two
programs “ﬁght” for resources, trying to bind to processors exclusively, and as
a result the propeller code might easily get slowed down by a factor of 10–100,
compared to the usual execution time on the same hardware.
The speciﬁcs depend on the operating system and the MPI implementation,
but one needs to either temporarily unbind the MPI processes, or to make sure
the MPI processes are not spinning (“busy-waiting”), blocking their allocated
resources without doing useful work.
In the present implementation the RANS processes are explicitly set to “sleep”
while the propeller forces are updated and the BEM is running. On Linux
systems, it is then sufﬁcient to additionally reset the processor afﬁnity of the
newly spawned BEM process using the taskset command, as the BEM would
otherwise be limited by the inherited resource allocation of the one(!) MPI
process that launches the propeller model.
Many of these details are highly implementation-speciﬁc and might even
depend on the speciﬁc hardware or operating system used to run the simulation.
Still, one needs to be aware of these issues on a conceptual level ﬁrst, as large
differences in scalability of the RANS and the BEM part of the hybrid simulation
may pose surprisingly severe limits on the overall computational efﬁciency
and required walltime.
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This chapter describes two related, yet separate applications of the methods
developed as part of the present work and described in Chapters 2 and 3.
The ﬁrst part, Section 4.1 (p. 61ff.), documents the application of the RANS-
BEM coupling approach to simulate self-propulsion tests with both a Kappel
propeller and a comparable conventional propeller. These simulations were
carried out to determine and assess the hull-propeller interaction and to in-
vestigate possible differences in global ﬂow characteristics that could explain
the effective wake behaviour of Kappel propellers observed in experiments, as
mentioned in Section 1.2.
The second part, Section 4.2 (p. 82ff.), then draws from the results from the
self-propulsion simulations to evaluate the behind-hull cavitation performance,
focusing on the inﬂuence of the inﬂow ﬁeld used. This is also motivated
by the slightly more intricate cavitation characteristics of Kappel propellers,
very brieﬂy outlined in Section 1.2, which are suspected to be related to the
interaction with the hull wake ﬁeld.
Results are given for a modern handysize bulk carrier with high block co-
efﬁcient (cB = 0.81 and a rather full aftbody, with a tendency towards ﬂow
separation at model scale). Two propellers have been designed for this ship
as part of the present work. Both designs are based on the same thrust re-
quirement and the model scale nominal wake distribution. This represents the
typical upfront knowledge of the propeller designer (see Sections 1.1 and 3.1.2).
For the propeller design, the axial component of the nominal wake ﬁeld was
uniformly scaled to match the expected effective wake fractions, taking the
different expectations for a conventional and a Kappel design into account.
The blade geometries used here are unreﬁned designs based on simple design
tools (based on the method by Andersen and Andersen 1987) and do not even
try to represent the state of the art in propeller design and optimization. Neither
for the conventional nor for the Kappel design. Rather, two simple geometries
were established with the intent to show the main geometry features and
distinctions between conventional and Kappel propellers to identify possible
general trends and differences in a simulation.
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(a) Looking Aft (b) Side View (c) Looking at LE
Figure 4.1: Conventional Blade Geometry
(a) Looking Aft (b) Side View (c) Looking at LE
Figure 4.2: Kappel Blade Geometry
The blade geometries of the conventional and the Kappel-type propeller are
shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, respectively. The main characteristics are listed in
Tab. 4.1. All radial input distributions to the design tool were kept as similar as
possible for the two propellers, the differences in resulting pitch distributions
are mainly a result of the different assumptions for the effective wake fraction,
as mentioned above, aiming at identical propeller speeds in self-propulsion.
The chord distributions were modiﬁed to result in identical expanded blade
area ratios. At same area ratio, the sectional chord lengths are shorter for the
Kappel propeller due to the longer effective span.
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Kappel Conv.
Number of Blades z 3 3
Diameter D Identical
Thrust Loading at Design Point CTH 1.40
Hub Radius rh/R 0.150 0.150
Blade Area Ratio AE/A0 0.388 0.388
Design Advance Ratio J 0.590 0.613
Pitch Ratio (at r/R = 0.7) P/D 0.7 0.926 0.949
Effective Skew Angle θ [◦] 19.2 18.6
Proﬁle Type NACA66 (mod.)
Table 4.1: Propeller Particulars
4.1 Self-Propulsion and Effective Wake
The brief introduction to Kappel propellers (Section 1.2, p. 9) mentioned that
previous experimental studies consistently revealed increased effective wake
fractions for ships equipped with a Kappel propeller. This increase is usually
found to be between 5–10%, compared to the same ship with a conventional
propeller, and has been observed and conﬁrmed in numerous experiments
since the introduction of the Kappel propeller concept, including various ship
types, aftbody forms, and propeller loadings. Unfortunately, the experimental
approach only provides the effective wake fraction (using the thrust identity
approach) and does not allow for any further insight into the wake distribution,
as the effective wake is a purely conceptual ﬂow ﬁeld (see Section 3.1.2).
The simulation results presented in the following are based on the RANS-
BEM implementation introduced in Chapter 3, which is used for numerical
self-propulsion simulations at model and full scale, thereby inherently and
explicitly computing effective wake ﬁelds and fractions.
In those simulations a single coupling plane is used that follows the pro-
peller’s leading edge contour at an axial distance of 1.5% of the propeller
diameter. For visualization of wake ﬁelds, the velocities extracted on these
moderately curved surfaces are projected onto a planar surface. All results
and velocity ﬁelds shown are steady-state in calm water and at the converged
self-propulsion point.
Experimental results for validation are not available for the propeller ge-
ometries used here. Model tests with a stock propeller and a different Kappel
propeller, however, agree well with the simulation results for hull-propeller
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interaction coefﬁcients shown in the following.
If the effective wake fraction is considerably higher for a Kappel propeller,
there must be some global effect leading to such difference in effective ﬂow.
This is particularly true, if the guess expressed by Andersen et al. (2005b)
holds, that the radial velocity components of the effective wake ﬁeld also differ
from effective wake ﬁelds for conventional propellers, amplifying the different
behind-hull cavitation behavior.
In a try to shed some more light on this and to get some more insight into
the total and effective ﬂow upstream of the propeller, the effective velocities
are not only evaluated in the wake plane used for the RANS-BEM coupling,
but also in a number of points in the centerplane of the ship. This allows for
visualizing the effective ﬂow in a slice perpendicular to the propeller plane,
which adds another dimension of information to the wake ﬁeld, and might
help illustrate and understand effective ﬂow differences on a more global level.
Computational Setup
The general computational setup for model and full scale computations is
identical, apart from obviously necessary differences, such as grid stretching
and the presence of a towing force in model scale self-propulsion.
Beyond the default behaviour of SHIPFLOW-XCHAP, the “global approach”
is used (i.e. the entire ship is part of the RANS domain). The ﬁne and body-
ﬁtted grid around the hull is further reﬁned in the aftbody region to ensure
good ﬂow resolution and good feedback between the hull and propeller grids.
The inlet plane is located 80% of the ship length upstream of the forward
perpendicular, the outlet is placed one ship length downstream the aft perpen-
dicular. The computational grids are stretched towards the ship hull according
to the Reynolds number, aiming at a y+ value of 0.7. The propeller grid is of
“active” type (see Section 3.3.1), and turbulence closure is based on the Explicit
Algebraic Stress Model (EASM)*.
Dynamic trim and sinkage are taken from a model scale self-propulsion
experiment with the same hull, and the free surface is not included in the
simulation (double body approach), as the Froude number of the simulated
condition is low (0.14). The rudder or other appendages are not included in
the simulation.
The total number of cells in the RANS domain is about 13 million for the
model scale case and about 18 million for the full scale case. All RANS sim-
ulations are run until convergence, which is deﬁned as a change in the total
longitudinal force smaller than 0.25%, plus a standard deviation of the pressure
* Also see the XCHAP theory manual: Flowtech (2007)
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contribution to that force below 0.025%. Both criteria are considered over the
previous 10 iterations*. The propeller forces are updated every 10 iterations,
and the propeller shaft speed is changed for each new coupling iteration to
balance the forces in self-propulsion mode. The entire process converges after
about 10 such coupling iterations. Due to the computational efﬁciency related
to the use of structured grids in RANS and parallelization of the BEM code,
the entire self-propulsion simulation only takes in the order of 100 CPU hours
(usually 3–5 hours of walltime using 40 CPUs on a cluster).
On the BEM side, the propeller blades are discretized into 16 panels in
spanwise direction and 32 panels in chordwise direction (16 panels each per
pressure and suction side). In chordwise direction, cosine stretching is applied
towards the leading and trailing edges. This rather coarse mesh is due to the
legacy design method that was used for the design of these propellers, which
also provides the meshes directly.
The timestep in the unsteady BEM calculations corresponds to a 5◦ blade
angle increment. Forces and velocities for the RANS coupling are only written
out after two full blade revolutions of BEM simulation time to build up the
blade wake strength.
* Also see the SHIPFLOW documentation: Flowtech (2016)
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Hoshino Streckwall
Quantity Kappel Conv. Kappel Conv.
Effective Wake Fraction w 0.289 0.273 0.320 0.304
Thrust Deduction t 0.146 0.146 0.146 0.146
Relative Rotative Efﬁciency ηR 1.020 1.022 1.020 1.021
Table 4.2: Hull-Propeller Interaction Coefﬁcients, Model Scale
4.1.1 Model Scale Simulation Results and Analysis
Running resistance and self-propulsion simulations at model scale using RANS-
BEM coupling in the setup described before, the hull-propeller interaction
coefﬁcients shown in Tab. 4.2 are found. Generally, the results appear to be in
line with the expectations from model tests:
The effective wake fraction is about 5% higher for the Kappel propeller, while
the thrust deduction remains unchanged. This corresponds very closely to
typical experimental results. The differences in relative rotative efﬁciency are
too small to allow any inferences to be made. Previous studies (e.g. Andersen
et al. 2005b) reported less favorable values for ηR for Kappel propellers.
Given the very primitive way of estimating viscous forces acting on the
propeller in the BEM (using the computed surface velocities and a constant
friction coefﬁcient) and the resulting lack of conﬁdence in details of the torque
prediction, the relative rotative efﬁciency is not studied in further detail here.
The prediction of the thrust deduction, especially with regard to comparison
of conventional and Kappel propellers, does not appear critical either, as the
simulation results are in line with experiments and do not show any noticeable
differences among the propellers. In the following, focus is therefore placed on
the effective wake.
Table 4.2 already indicates that the self-propulsion simulations for both
propellers were carried out twice, using different blade wake models in the
propeller code (also see p. 29). The obvious differences in effective wake
fraction between the simulations with different wake models already give
a hint of the importance and impact of the geometry of the blade wake in
the BEM. The differences in blade wake geometry that ultimately cause the
different results are very obvious:
A longitudinal cut on the centerline for the simple blade wake (helicoidal
surfaces without slipstream contraction, using the wake pitch assumptions by
Streckwall 1998) is shown in Fig. 4.3. Hoshino’s wake model (Hoshino 1989)
generates the geometry from Fig. 4.4 for the same propeller and advance ratio.
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Figure 4.3: Longitudinal Section of Simple Blade Wake
Figure 4.4: Longitudinal Section of Hoshino-type Blade Wake
Verifying the Induced Velocities
As described in Chapter 3 (see p. 54f. in particular), it is essential that the
induced velocities on both sides of the RANS-BEM coupling match. The open
water scenario is the only case where the induced velocities in the RANS part
are known, therefore this is the only situation that allows for checking the
agreement of induced velocities in the coupling plane (as described above, a
curved plane 1.5%D upstream of the leading edge in this case). This is done
for both propellers at the ﬁnal apparent advance ratio from the corresponding
self-propulsion simulation. The velocities in the following plots are nondimen-
sionalized using the undisturbed inﬂow velocity and divided by the thrust
coefﬁcient.
The (axisymmetric) result using Hoshino’s wake model is shown in Fig. 4.8
for the conventional propellers and in Fig. 4.9 for the Kappel propeller. Major
discrepancies appear for both propellers in this case.
The results of the same exercise using Streckwall’s wake model can be seen in
Fig. 4.10 for the conventional propeller and in Fig. 4.11 for the Kappel propeller.
From these four ﬁgures, several observations can be made:
The induced velocities in RANS (resulting from the BEM-computed force
ﬁeld) are almost identical for the two wake models.
The induced velocities computed in the BEM, however, differ signiﬁcantly.
For both wake models, the BEM-computed induced velocities are relatively
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Figure 4.5: RANS/BEM Induced Velocity Discrepancy – Conventional
Coupling Corrections (“Effective Wake” in Open Water)
higher for the Kappel propeller, which will result in a higher effective wake
fraction, just by virtue of a lack of agreement of induced velocities between the
two methods involved in the coupling process.
The shapes of the velocity proﬁles are generally in fair agreement. In most
cases, the induced velocities computed in the BEM lack in strength. For the pro-
pellers used in the present case, Streckwall’s wake model leads to considerably
better agreement of induced velocities than Hoshino’s model.
For the Kappel propeller, signiﬁcant differences between the wake models
exist regarding the computed induced axial velocity close to the tip. Using
Hoshino’s model, the induced axial velocity hits zero at the tip radius, whereas
Streckwall’s model predicts a sizeable value in the tip region, even outside the
propeller disk.
The lack of the propeller hub in the BEM leads to an unrealistic ﬂow around
the open root of the blade, resulting in the peaks close to the hub radius seen
in all plots (Fig. 4.8 through 4.11), particularly affecting the radial velocity
component.
The results for the simple blade wake model (Fig. 4.10 and 4.11) are visualized
in a different form in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6, showing “effective wake ﬁelds” in open
water. Those ﬁgures illustrate the areas where the velocities in the effective
wake ﬁeld prediction from the self-propulsion might be questionable, based on
the results in open water.
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Figure 4.6: RANS/BEM Induced Velocity Discrepancy – Kappel
Coupling Corrections (“Effective Wake” in Open Water)
Effective Wake Fields
All wake and velocity ﬁelds shown in the following are the ones obtained with
Streckwall’s simple blade wake model (described in Section 2.3.1).
The wake ﬁelds shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 are “raw” data, i.e. they show
the ﬁelds from the ﬁnal coupling iteration of the self-propulsion simulation
without any possible modiﬁcations discussed in the next section.
Starting by looking at the induced velocity ﬁelds at the self-propulsion
point on p. 73, two main differences between the conventional and the Kappel
propeller can be seen: First, the axial velocities induced by the Kappel propeller
are distributed more homogeneously in radial direction and the peak value
is obviously shifted outwards. Second, the radial components of the induced
velocities at the outer radii are visibly stronger for the Kappel propeller. There
are no induced velocities in tangential direction, as the coupling plane is placed
upstream of the propeller.
Looking at the effective wake ﬁelds on p. 72, no major differences in the ﬂow
ﬁeld can be seen. The isolines of axial velocities are similarly shaped, and just
offset by what corresponds to the difference in effective wake fraction.
Also, the in-plane velocity components are very similar, except the clearly
stronger radial ﬂow close to the tip, seen in the effective wake ﬁeld for the
Kappel propeller (Fig. 4.12).
Looking back at the discrepancies of induced velocities seen in the open
water coupling (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6), it seems possible that they cause at least parts
of the observed differences in effective wake fraction and distribution between
the two propellers.
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Figure 4.7: Difference of Corrected Self-Propulsion Effective Wake Fields
from Conventional and Kappel Propeller
Correcting Effective Wake Fields based on Open Water Discrepancies
When assuming that the discrepancies found in open water apply identically
to the behind ship-condition, one can add them as “coupling corrections” to
the ﬁelds obtained in the self-propulsion simulation. The coupling correction
then inherently includes inaccuracies in the calculation of induced velocities
within the scope of the theory, as well as general differences that result from
the different governing equations of potential ﬂow and RANS. This way of
compensating for the known discrepancies in open water is similar to the
method described by Sánchez-Caja et al. (2015).
Applying these coupling corrections, the increased magnitude of the effec-
tive radial velocity and the increased effective wake fraction for the Kappel
propeller disappear. By adding the ﬁeld from Fig. 4.6 to the effective wake
ﬁeld from self-propulsion (Fig. 4.12) one may ﬁnd a corrected effective wake
ﬁeld for the Kappel propeller case. Then subtracting the sum of Fig. 4.13 and
Fig. 4.5 (the corrected effective wake ﬁeld for the conventional propeller) from
it, one ﬁnds Fig. 4.7, showing the differences of the two corrected effective
wake ﬁelds. Note that the color scale in that ﬁgure is very narrow and zero-
centered. White areas indicate zero difference between the effective wake ﬁeld
from the Kappel propeller and the conventional propeller. Positive values
indicate higher velocities in the Kappel velocity ﬁeld. Plotting the difference of
two similar ﬁelds using a narrow color scale and the hull’s tendency to cause
ﬂow separation in the aftbody region let the ﬁgure appear rather messy, but
the main message is clear: Employing the described models and the coupled
approach to simulating the working propeller behind the ship in numerical
self-propulsion does neither result in signiﬁcantly different effective wake frac-
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tions nor systematically different effective wake distributions after applying
the coupling correction ﬁelds found from an open water case.
The very small difference of the corrected effective wake ﬁelds suggests
that the increased effective wake fraction for the Kappel propeller initially
found from the RANS-BEM simulation – which corresponded nicely to the
experimental results – was a ﬂuke. Further interpretations and implications of
this are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.8: Induced Velocities in Open Water, RANS/BEM – Conventional
Hoshino Blade Wake
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Figure 4.9: Induced Velocities in Open Water, RANS/BEM – Kappel
Hoshino Blade Wake
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Figure 4.10: Induced Velocities in Open Water, RANS/BEM – Conventional
Streckwall Blade Wake
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Figure 4.11: Induced Velocities in Open Water, RANS/BEM – Kappel
Streckwall Blade Wake
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Figure 4.16: Total Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.17: Effective Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.18: Induced Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.19: Total Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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Figure 4.20: Effective Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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Figure 4.21: Induced Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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Streckwall
Quantity Kappel Conv.
Effective Wake Fraction w 0.265 0.250
Thrust Deduction t 0.145 0.146
Relative Rotative Efﬁciency ηR 1.021 1.023
Table 4.3: Hull-Propeller Interaction Coefﬁcients, Full Scale
4.1.2 Full Scale Simulation Results
Generally, the full scale simulations and results suffer from the same issues
as those at model scale, as the agreement of induced velocities (or the lack
thereof) is largely scale-agnostic. It therefore appears unlikely, that these full
scale simulations uncover substantial differences between conventional and
Kappel propellers in terms of effective wake.
Figure 4.22 again shows the difference between the effective wake ﬁeld
from the Kappel propeller and the conventional propeller after applying the
coupling corrections based on the known open-water discrepancies, just as
Fig. 4.7 for the model scale case. The uniformly distributed small but positive
values for the difference of axial velocities indicate that the effective velocities
are actually higher for the Kappel case, i.e. the wake fraction is lower. This can
be attributed to the slightly different locations of the coupling planes, which
are following the corresponding propeller’s leading edge. Due to the higher
pitch (and absence of rake) of the conventional propeller, the plane is located
further forward – closer to the hull – for the conventional case, compared to
the simulations with the Kappel propeller.
The hull-propeller interaction coefﬁcients as extracted directly from the
results are still listed in Tab. 4.3, and the same visualizations of wake ﬁelds and
induced velocity ﬁelds as in model scale are provided.
The full scale velocity distributions displayed on the following pages are still
valuable, as they are commonly not known at all in full scale, and as they also
serve as input for the cavitation analyses described in the following Section 4.2.
Scaling of Effective Wake Distributions
Focusing on scaling issues instead, several interesting changes in effective wake
distribution can be seen comparing the velocity ﬁelds from model and full
scale. The axial velocity contours in the effective wake ﬁeld become straighter,
as they change from somewhat V-shaped lines to more U-shaped contours. The
wake peak becoming narrower is a known and obvious scale effect, but the
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Figure 4.22: Difference of Corrected Self-Propulsion Effective Wake Fields
from Conventional and Kappel Propeller
change from the nominal to the effective distribution causes a similar result
and thereby further emphasizes this trend, when moving from the nominal
distribution at model scale to the full scale effective wake.
A similar and related trend is observed for the in-plane velocity components.
With the contraction of the general wake peak, the bilge vortex usually also
contracts and becomes weaker, leading to different distributions of radial and
tangential velocities. In the particular case analyzed, the change from nominal
wake to effective wake again follows a pattern similar to the scale effect. The
magnitude of the radial and tangential components increases and a generally
less vortical and more upward-directed ﬂow is observed.
Effective ﬂow ﬁelds rather different from those at model scale can be seen
from the centerplane slices on p. 80 and 81. The scale-related change in radial
components is quite evident here as well. It may be interesting to note that
the effective radial (vertical in the ﬁgure) velocity distribution changes more
strongly in longitudinal direction in full scale. Moving the propeller slightly
forward or aft might then result in a notably different radial effective wake.
And again, no large-scale differences between the ﬁelds for the conventional
and the Kappel propeller are evident from these ﬁgures.
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Figure 4.27: Total Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.28: Effective Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.29: Induced Velocities in the Center Plane – Kappel
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Figure 4.30: Total Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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Figure 4.31: Effective Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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Figure 4.32: Induced Velocities in the Center Plane – Conventional
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4.2 Cavitation Prediction in Wake Fields
The self-propulsion simulations described in the previous chapter were carried
out for the non-cavitating condition. Using a panel code for propeller analysis
allows for applying arbitrary wake ﬁelds as the inﬂow ﬁeld without further
approximations. As extracting the effective wake distributions in the self-
propulsion simulations is an inherent part of RANS-BEM coupling, one can
continue and extend the analysis based on those ﬁelds later on. This section
provides results of cavitation simulations using ESPPRO with the cavitation
model described in Sections 2.2–2.3 enabled.
Compared to this potential ﬂow approach, CFD methods for cavitation
prediction (see Section 1.3.3) allow for much higher levels of detail and so-
phistication for modeling the physical phenomenon of cavitation as such, but
including a speciﬁc inﬂow ﬁeld is non-trivial. In CFD, an effective wake ﬁeld
can only be taken into account by including the entire ship in the simulation at
the same time. Applying an arbitrary non-uniform ﬁeld – such as a measured
nominal ﬁeld – in a reliable way, while retaining its detailed ﬂow features and
accounting for the propeller’s interaction with this ﬁeld, is virtually impossible.
Approximations are error-prone and always subject to signiﬁcant uncertainty.
Gaggero et al. (2014) studied the inﬂuence of the wake scaling procedure on
cavitation. In that study, BEM-based cavitation simulations were run in full
scale nominal wake ﬁelds obtained by two different methods. First, measured
model scale nominal wake ﬁelds were scaled to full scale using the method
by Sasajima et al. (1966). Then, Gaggero et al. computed the full scale nominal
wake ﬁeld by RANS-based CFD. Even without including the additional effect
of hull-propeller interaction, and only comparing differently obtained full scale
ﬁelds, visible differences in cavitation patterns were noted.
The importance of using the correct effective wake distribution at full scale
was also pointed out by the very complete and extraordinary study including
full scale tests by Blake, Meyne, Kerwin, Weitendorf, and Friesch (1990). The
study that led to that particular paper was initiated after the occurrence of
propeller-related and propeller-caused problems in full scale. Blake et al. note
that the at that time lacking ability to compute full scale effective wake fractions
and distributions was the major missing part of the hydrodynamic design and
analysis of ship propellers that ultimately led to (among other problems) the
unacceptable full scale cavitation behavior, causing excessive vibrations.
For Kappel propellers speciﬁcally, Andersen et al. (2000) name the effec-
tive wake ﬁeld and its differences compared to conventional propellers (as
discussed in the previous section) as an important input to the design and
analysis of such propellers. Andersen et al. (ibid.) and Andersen et al. (2005b)
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partially attribute the different cavitation behaviour of Kappel propellers to the
presumptively different shift from nominal to effective wake.
Applying the tools described in the earlier chapters of this thesis, the absolute
accuracy of the cavitation prediction is bound by the limitations of potential
ﬂow and the particular cavitation model, but the inﬂuence of wake scaling and
hull-propeller interaction (represented by the effective wake distribution) on
the cavitation prediction can be investigated individually and combined.
Figure 4.33 (on the next page) shows nominal wake ﬁelds at model and
full scale (obtained using SHIPFLOW-XCHAP without a propeller model) and
effective wake ﬁelds, also at model and full scale (using the results from Sec-
tion 4.1). All wake ﬁelds stem from the bulk carrier case described on p. 59f. To
ensure comparable operating conditions and resulting thrust values – while
highlighting the effect of the distribution of velocities – the axial velocities of
the wake ﬁelds are scaled to always match the same wake fraction of w = 0.25.
Radial and tangential wake components are not scaled.
The cavitation number σn = 3.3 is slightly lower than that at the full scale
design point. It was chosen to ensure that both propellers cavitate in the given
wakeﬁelds, making a comparison possible. The timestep size corresponds to a
blade angle increment of 2◦.
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Figure 4.33: Wake Fields for Cavitation Analysis, all scaled to w = 0.2584
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Visualization of Results
Running two propellers in four different wake ﬁelds at 180 timesteps per revo-
lution generates plenty of data. To visualize the results in a compact way that
allows for easy comparison, the cavitation extent over a full propeller revolu-
tion is displayed in polar diagrams. As the cavity itself is three-dimensional
and time (or blade angle) introduces another dimension, the shape is presented
in two different plots. Figures 4.34 and 4.36 show the chordwise extent of the
cavity (for the conventional and the Kappel propeller, respectively), while the
maximum cavity thickness is plotted in Figs. 4.35 and 4.37.
The chordwise extent is nondimensionalized by the chord length at the
corresponding radius. Red areas indicate the presence of supercavitation. The
chordwise extent is the aggregate length of cavitating blade panels on one
strip. A “cavitating” panel means that the dynamic instead of the kinematic
boundary condition is applied. Still, sometimes panels close to the leading
edge are triggered and marked as cavitating, but the cavity stays very thin and
does not grow further from there. In those cases, a very small – but non-zero –
cavity thickness results. Such areas might then be large enough to show up in
the “chordwise extent” ﬁgures, but are below the threshold value in the ﬁgures
displaying the cavity thickness. This explains the apparent discrepancies in
terms of cavitation extent between the two types of ﬁgures.
Cavity thickness values are nondimensionalized by the maximum blade
section thickness at the corresponding radius and the lower threshold in the
ﬁgures is 5%.
Note that the propeller rotation is counterclockwise in these ﬁgures, opposite
to the wake ﬁeld ﬁgures, and corresponding to a view looking aft. This is
common for cavitation sketches as cavitation primarily occurs on the suction
side.
Also note that this form of projection is actually not well-suited for proper
visualization of Kappel propeller cavitation, as sections close to the tip are
located at largely identical radial distances from the shaft. Therefore, certain
local cavity features might be difﬁcult to see as they only appear as thin lines
(such as in Fig. 4.37d) due to the small radial distance between sections. To
overcome this ﬂaw in the visualization, the radial coordinate should preferably
be replaced by a curvilinear spanwise parameter that follows the mid-chord
line, which would then result in a kind of expanded view of the blade. This is
also how the geometry of a Kappel-type propeller blade is commonly described
(originally by Andersen and Andersen 1987). However, focusing on large-scale
differences and to keep the visualizations simple and comparable, the following
ﬁgures plot results in a normal polar coordinate system – using the radius.
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(a) Nominal Distribution – Model Scale (b) Nominal Distribution – Full Scale
(c) Effective Distribution – Model Scale (d) Effective Distribution – Full Scale
Figure 4.34: Chordwise Extent of Sheet Cavitation, Conventional Propeller
Results for the Conventional Propeller
Looking at the chordwise extent of sheet cavitation as a function of radius and
blade angle in Fig. 4.34 and taking the axial velocity distributions from Fig. 4.33
into account some general observations can be made. The extent of cavitation
is smallest for the nominal distribution at model scale and considerably larger
for the three other cases. Moving from nominal to effective wake has a slightly
larger impact than changing from model to full scale.
The narrower the wake peak at the 12 o’clock position, the larger the extent
of the cavity which is triggered as the blade passes through this zone of partic-
ularly low axial velocities. As both the shift from nominal to effective and the
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(a) Nominal Distribution – Model Scale (b) Nominal Distribution – Full Scale
(c) Effective Distribution – Model Scale (d) Effective Distribution – Full Scale
Figure 4.35: Thickness of Sheet Cavitation, Conventional Propeller
change from model to full scale lead to a narrower wake peak, the additional
increase in extent of the combination of these two factors is visible (Fig. 4.34d)
but not nearly of the magnitude of the two “individual” increases, compared
to the nominal ﬁeld at model scale.
The same observations apply to the cavity thickness. The thickness always
increases in radial direction, and appears to be proportional to the chordwise
extent. The outermost strip of panels at the blade tip reaches a long chordwise
extent and correspondingly large thickness values in all cases. Whether this
is realistic and the sheet cavity actually rolls up into a cavitating tip vortex,
or whether the large values are merely due to low mesh quality at the tip is
difﬁcult to assess at this point.
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(a) Nominal Distribution – Model Scale (b) Nominal Distribution – Full Scale
(c) Effective Distribution – Model Scale (d) Effective Distribution – Full Scale
Figure 4.36: Chordwise Extent of Sheet Cavitation, Kappel Propeller
Results for the Kappel Propeller
As for the case of the conventional propeller, the three-dimensional cavity
extent over all blade angles is smallest for the simulation in the model scale
nominal wake distribution. In all cases analyzed here, cavitation occurs further
out radially than for the conventional propeller. In addition, another trend
appears from Fig. 4.36: Once the blade starts to cavitate, the chordwise extent
increases from zero to ﬁgures close to or above 100% chord length over a short
radial distance.
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(a) Nominal Distribution – Model Scale (b) Nominal Distribution – Full Scale
(c) Effective Distribution – Model Scale (d) Effective Distribution – Full Scale
Figure 4.37: Thickness of Sheet Cavitation, Kappel Propeller
Even though one should remember the ﬂawed visualization, where a very
short radial distance translates to a much larger distance along the mid-chord
line, both of these observations are generally in line with earlier ﬁndings from
experiments. Similar cavitation patterns on Kappel propellers in a large cavita-
tion tunnel are described by Andersen et al. (2000). The trend towards thick
supercavities in the region of the bent tip seen here and in the experiments was
not found in the calculated cavity shapes using a linear and two-dimensional
model by Andersen et al. (ibid.).
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(a) Looking at LE (b) Oblique View at Suction side
Figure 4.38: Kappel Propeller in Model Scale Effective Wake Distribution
Blade Angle 12◦
The very extensive (Fig. 4.36c) and thick cavity in the model scale effective
wake distribution seems to be caused by the small area with very low axial
velocity close to the tip radius at the 12 o’clock position (see Fig. 4.33c), showing
the sensitivity of this particular propeller to small changes in inﬂow at the
tip radius. The resulting difference in predicted cavity extent becomes very
obvious in Fig. 4.39.
The role of the radial component of the wake ﬁeld (which was speculated to
be the major and decisive factor by Andersen et al. 2005b) is still not entirely
clear. While one could create new, artiﬁcial wake ﬁelds that combine the axial
velocity distribution of the full scale effective wake ﬁeld with the in-plane
components of another case, a better spatial resolution of the blade geometry
is also required. In the present mesh, the bend of the Kappel blade – which is
where the cavity is forming – is represented by only few panels in spanwise
direction and a considerable part of the tip is cut away (see Fig. 4.38).
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(a) Model Scale Wake Distribution (b) Full Scale Wake Distribution
Figure 4.39: Kappel Propeller in Effective Wake Distributions
Blade Angle 45◦
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5.1 Conclusion and Final Remarks
The methods developed in the scope of the present work seem to generally
work well and robustly and have been applied to carry out numerical self-
propulsion tests and cavitation predictions in behind-ship condition at model
and full scale.
Effective wake ﬁelds have been computed based on a RANS-BEM coupling
approach, which then served as input for an unsteady sheet cavitation predic-
tion using the cavitation modeling capabilities of the same BEM implemen-
tation. Those methods work robustly for engineering applications and are
ready for immediate use as an efﬁcient analysis tool due to their computational
efﬁciency and scalability.
From the application of the RANS-BEM coupling to conventional and Kappel
propellers it can be concluded that the difference in radial load distribution
between conventional and Kappel propellers is not the main cause for the
differences in effective wake fractions observed in model tests.
For Kappel propellers the primitive wake geometry deﬁnition appears to be
the likely cause for unsatisfactory results using the RANS-BEM coupling. As
reasoned in Chapter 3, the coupling method relies on well-matching induced
velocities computed directly from the singularities in the BEM and those that
result from the body forces on the RANS side. For the conventional blade
this agreement is good, whereas too large discrepancies are observed for the
Kappel propeller in open water at the advance ratio corresponding to the
self-propulsion point. That, in turn, introduces signiﬁcant uncertainty to the
results presented in Section 4.1 and does not allow for a deﬁnite and conclusive
statement on the reason behind the peculiarities of hull-propeller interaction of
Kappel propellers observed in experiments. Depending on the stance taken,
one might sensibly argue for two possible interpretations and outcomes:
Either, that there is no signiﬁcant actual difference in hull-propeller interac-
tion and effective inﬂow between conventional and Kappel-type propellers.
This may be deducted from the results shown in Section 4.1, after applying the
coupling corrections to the effective wake ﬁelds, assuming all assumptions and
simpliﬁcations made – including the treatment of the trailing vortices – are fair
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and valid. The absence of global differences in effective wake is also implicitly
suggested by the main hypothesis by Shin and Andersen (2016), who suggest
that scale effects and artifacts related to model test procedures might appear as
differences in effective wake fraction, due to differences in Reynolds number
between open water and self-propulsion tests.
This hypothesis, however, does not correlate well with full-scale ﬁndings,
as e.g. published by Andersen et al. (2005a), where the actual full-scale power
savings agree well with predictions based on experiments in model scale. In
those full-scale predictions, the power savings originate from both an increased
open water efﬁciency and a signiﬁcantly increased hull efﬁciency (which is
purely due to an increased wake fraction). In the above-mentioned other recent
attempt to analyze the effective wake behaviour and related differences be-
tween conventional and Kappel propellers, Shin and Andersen (ibid.) used an
all-CFD approach, running numerical self-propulsion tests with a discretized
propeller using a commercial RANS solver. As discussed in Chapter 3, however,
it is impossible to extract the effective wake ﬁeld from such simulations. There-
fore, the applicability of that approach is very limited and questionable for this
kind of analysis, and the study was not conclusive regarding the effective wake
differences, either.
Alternatively, one can continue to assume that the actual effective ﬂow dif-
fers as suggested by self-propulsion experiments. Relating this to the results
from Section 4.1 implies the assumption that applying the open water-based
coupling corrections (described on p. 68) to the behind-ship condition is not
entirely correct. In other words: The mismatch in open water does not nec-
essarily translate to discrepancies of similar magnitude and distribution in
a non-uniform wake. This is because the coupling corrections must also be
largely inﬂuenced by the shape of the trailing vortices and hence by the model
used in describing the geometry of these vortices. Furthermore, it implies that
the aspect of hull-propeller interaction that differentiates Kappel propellers
from conventional propellers primarily lies in the alignment of the trailing
vortices and their interaction with the hull. In that case a signiﬁcant difference
in hull-propeller interaction between conventional and Kappel propellers may
still exist. The simpliﬁed model for the geometry of the trailing vortices used
in the present work is not able to capture these differences and is therefore not
sufﬁciently accurate for this application. In case the trailing vortices behave
very differently from what is currently assumed for Kappel propellers, this
might even affect the blade load distribution and the unsteady propeller forces.
Fortunately, the computational procedure including the coupling of the
RANS solver and the panel code is of fairly general nature, so that any im-
provements to either of the programs do not impede the coupling, but will
rather lead to immediately realizable improvements of overall results. That
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means that the simulations from Chapter 4 can easily be re-run once a more
advanced (and correct) way of establishing the blade wake geometry is found
and implemented.
For cavitation patterns, the previously conceptually known but now quanti-
ﬁed differences between nominal and effective wake distributions have been
shown to result in signiﬁcant differences, regardless of the exact results regard-
ing the effective wake fraction. In particular, it is important to acknowledge the
fact that predicting cavitation based on a scaled nominal wake ﬁeld, measured
in a towing tank or computed by CFD in model or full scale, is not a conserva-
tive approach. Rather, the full-scale effective wake distribution should be used
when evaluating propeller cavitation performance. This seems particularly
important for Kappel propellers, which are sensitive to small inﬂow changes
in the tip region and tend to develop long and thick sheet cavities in the bend.
The differences seen in this still comparably simple approach to cavitation
modeling also raise additional concerns regarding the validity and applicability
of computationally expensive and in principle accurate, purely CFD-based
cavitation predictions that do not include the ship hull, but try to model the
ship’s wake ﬁeld by other means (see e.g. Shin, Regener, and Andersen 2015).
As some of the cavitation-related challenges in the design of Kappel propellers
mentioned in earlier work (Andersen et al. 2000; 2005b) remain valid and
have partly been reproduced in the present work, hull-propeller interaction
should be considered an essential part in future cavitation simulations and the
continued development of the Kappel propeller concept.
5.2 Future Work
As suggested in the conclusion, a more advanced model for the alignment of the
trailing vortices (blade wake) for unsteady cases in highly non-uniform inﬂow
could lead to signiﬁcant improvements of the prediction and help answer the
still open questions regarding hull-propeller interaction of Kappel propellers.
Such a model should increase the general accuracy of the unsteady force
prediction over a large range of thrust loadings and also ensure excellent
agreement of induced velocities of BEM and RANS. Both seem likely to be
achieved, once the wake is aligned properly with the total velocity ﬁeld. The
development of a model that also works well for Kappel propellers may be
supported by velocity ﬁeld measurements in the propeller wake by experiments
or high-ﬁdelity CFD.
Furthermore, it seems natural to develop a new wake alignment model that
even integrates with the RANS-BEM coupling approach, as the effective wake
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in the propeller race is not identical to the ﬂow ﬁeld in the propeller plane,
which will also inﬂuence the aligned shape of the trailing vortices*.
To be able to sensibly and routinely apply such a model, it needs to be
considerably faster than the fully iterative alignment schemes that exist today.
The always dense, often ill-conditioned matrices found in panel methods are
clearly a drawback compared to typical sparse problems encountered in ﬁeld
methods like CFD, as today’s fast, efﬁcient, and scalable solution procedures
favor the latter. From an engineering point of view, there is little reason to
choose a very sophisticated potential ﬂow-based model, if a physically more
complete method (that might inherently capture the effect of interest) can run
the same kind of analysis in a similar amount of time.
Apart from the continued development of the individual methods, the tools
developed and presented in this work seem ready and well-suited for a number
of applications. Simulation-based design, as discussed in the introduction chap-
ter, is one of them. While often only fairly small gains in efﬁciency are reported
using that design approach, previous studies show impressive and promising
trends in secondary objectives, such as pressure pulses and cavitation volume.
Due to the relatively small computational cost and parallel scalability, the
methods are also attractive for application to complex problems, such as self-
propulsion simulations in waves – with simultaneous prediction of cavitation
and pressure pulses in the full scale effective wake ﬁeld. Work on that par-
ticular problem was recently reported by Taskar et al. (2016), using simpler
tools for prediction of cavitation and pressure pulses and also basing those
on a nominal wake approximation. Given the substantial inﬂuence of hull-
propeller interaction on cavitation performance in calm water demonstrated in
the present work, it appears attractive to also investigate its inﬂuence in other
situations and scenarios.
* As already mentioned many years ago by Gilbert Dyne in his written discussion of the paper by
Greeley and Kerwin (1982).
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Symbols and Nomenclature
Vectors and matrices are written interchangeably using the arrow notation v or
using bold symbols, as in v or A. Scalars are always written in non-bold.
Normal vectors are always assumed to be normalized to unit length.
Unless noted otherwise, ITTC standard deﬁnitions and nomenclature apply.
Wake ﬁelds and cavitation patterns are described and visualized in polar
coordinate systems. A blade angle of zero degrees corresponds to the 12 o’clock
position. The angle then increases in clockwise direction looking forward. This
corresponds to the sense of rotation of all propellers in this thesis.
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